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A Summer to Remember!

Spring 2017

I decided the easiest way to make this summer a long one is to
start it in spring. So here goes.
Wanting to encourage residents to make this a summer to
remember, I turned for inspiration back to some of the most
memorable summertime events in the city’s history.
Because of our quarterly schedule, we’ve never before been
able to “look forward to summer” with our April or July issues.
Meaning we were missing out on some great stories, like the 3rd
of July Rosebay Parade (page 60) that has been a neighborhood
tradition for 25 years. It was called to my attention 3 years ago,
and I’m so happy finally to have fit it into a magazine theme.
So yeah, we pushed this issue back a month, and even though May is still springtime, I think
that after our best rainy winter in years, we’re all ready to turn into our summer selves. Whatever that means for you. For me, it means seeing old friends, playing twilight golf after work
when I can, and most importantly, heading down to the bay to swim, hangout, and try to win
the award for “whitest farmer’s tan with a beer belly” award. I’m still hopeful I’ll fit into a
“new class” this summer after that fitness issue we put out earlier this year… we’ll see.
The content for this issue was based off the idea that a great story is a great story, period.
There are only 14 features in this magazine, but each of them are compelling. Thousands of
people partook in the events we cover, and talking to those who were at the heart of each
memorable happening is truly, truly interesting.
I chalk it up to passion. When you interview people who are truly passionate about what
they do, it’s hard not to get caught up in the story. Before we started this issue I had never
thought twice about Water Skiing or Classic Cars. Then I met these amazing people, interviewed a few legends, wrestled with the writing, and bam. I can’t decide what I want to buy
first. A car or a boat.
The real important (to me) facet to this issue is our advertisers. If you read our magazine
a lot, you know my passion is for small business. The truth is, summertime has become a
rough season for East Long Beach small businesses in recent years. It’s been hot, people are
going to the beach or on vacation, and just fall out of the routine of supporting their local
shops.
I think this would be a really memorable summer if we could change that. But small businesses aren’t charity, nor do they want to be. The great thing about businesses is they need to
EARN your business.
SO, I’ve asked our advertisers to highlight something special they can offer you this summer,
something that can help to make your summer memorable. While you’re reading the inspiring stories in the mag, I encourage you to also take some time to flip through the ads and
consider how one or two purchases could help you enjoy a great summer.
People who care run small businesses. And as you’ll learn in this magazine, it’s the people
who care that make great memories. So get out there, have fun, be friendly, and let’s make
this a great summer!
-John Grossi
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The
Pike
Another Time and Another Place
By: Jonathan Murrietta
Still echoing across the ether somewhere above Long Beach are the
faint sounds of carousel music, the
chimes of carnival games, the roaring
of amusement park rides, and the
chatter and bustling of thousands of
people who came together to take
part in the pure ecstasy and excitement of what was known as The Pike.
For a moment, let’s pretend that, like
when watching a play, the curtains
have risen, and this scene is unfolding
like it were happening now. The time
is 1943. The Pike, known as “The
Coney Island of the West,” already in
existence for 40 years at this point,
stands beset the surf that once met
the sand in Long Beach before the
breakwater. There is indeed a roller
coaster racing through the clouds,
The Cyclone Racer. It passes over that
sandy beach to the surf’s edge. In full
view, is a pier shaped like a Rainbow
-- aptly named Rainbow Pier.

Enter Richard Dowdy. Every summer,
from as early as he can remember, he
would travel with his grandparents
from Phoenix to Long Beach.
Mornings after breakfast, Richard
and his grandfather would go to
Lincoln Park, near The Pike, to watch
men play Roque, a game similar to
croquet, which was played on hard
courts on the west side of the park,
behind the old library.
“I would sit and watch with Grandpa,
who would talk to acquaintances,
some of whom had come from Phoenix like us, to spend the summer in
Long Beach,” Richard says.
At the time of which Richard speaks,
he was eight years old. It’s 2017 now
and he’s 74 years old. Returning to
his old stomping grounds to reminisce with our magazine. More than
six decades have past, and The Pike
now only exists as a distant memory.

But while reflecting on his summers
at The Pike in Long Beach, Richard
recalls these countless memories that
meant so much to him, with childlike enthusiasm. We see the fun, the
drama, and the joyful plotlines unfold
as if they were being recounted on a
colorfully-lit stage juxtaposed against
the darkness of a theatre house
where the audience watches with
delight as the scene is acted out.
Armed with a pocketful of pennies
and a few silver coins, Richard would
spend his time in the penny arcades
playing games at The Pike. Some
days he’d alternate between The Pike
and the two movie theatres nearby,
the Roxy on Ocean Boulevard, and
the Palace on Pine Avenue, just up
the block from Ocean. Admission was
15 cents.
“That got you three features and the
shows changed every three days, so
I could go to the Roxy on Monday,
the Palace on Tuesday, and the beach
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Another diner on The Pike was called
the Star Cafe, and, like Marfleet’s,
boasted a neon sign -- only it was of
a bright star. Enter Patricia Tersi. Her
girlfriends had brought her down to
California from Mississippi in August
1958.
“It wasn’t a very big cafe,” Patricia
recalls. “But I stopped by for coffee
at the Star Cafe one day and that’s
where I met my future husband.”
His name was George Kallas, the
owner of the Star Cafe. He was
Greek. And like most other immigrants during that era, he had fled
from Europe to the United States at
a young age, to make a living away
from war’s grip.
Richard at the Pike’s Pony Rides, 1951

and Pike on Wednesday,” Richard
recalls.
Though the years blur in his memory,
what stands out clearly for Richard
are his summer days at Rainbow Pier
with his mom, where she’d rent him
a paddleboard to skim around inside
the lagoon. This was before the
breakwater was built.

“When I went passed him, he was
sitting in the front booth and he said,
‘Hi beautiful.’ I stuck up my nose;
I didn’t even talk to him,” Patricia
recalls. “He said to me, ‘Would you
like to have a cup of coffee?’ And
I said ‘No,’ very arrogantly. And he
said, ‘Ok, would you like to go for

some hot chocolate?’ And I said ‘No,’
again. I had been taught not to talk
to strangers.”
But the cafe owner’s charm ultimately
proved too tough to resist, and Patricia and George were married.
Born and raised in Long Beach, Chris
Sardelis remembers his grandmother
first took him to The Pike in 1963.
“I still remember seeing all the sailors
around The Pike because the Navy
fleet was still there,” Chris recalls.
Chris’ mom was a go-go dancer at a
bar right off the Pike on Pacific Avenue. She also danced at the Dance
Hall at The Pike, where she would
perform as a swing dancer. By association, Chris became acquainted with
The Pike quite quickly.
“I remember there was this psychedelic shop and penny arcades,”
Chris says. “In The Pike’s later days, it
became really sparse. There weren’t a
whole lot of people down there anymore and things got really cheap and
rundown. But it was still a really cool

“We’d often go to the beach west
of the Cyclone Racer and play in the
waves too,” Richard says.
Afterwards, when lunchtime had
arrived, Richard, barefoot and sandy,
would walk into the back entrance
of Marfleet’s, a popular diner on The
Pike. He’d sit at a table and have a
burger and soda in the bottle.
“The burgers came with onions and
mustard, just the way I liked them,”
Richard recalls. “The soda came with
a paper straw that would sink down
in the drink, and I’d have to fish it out
again.”
Straw-management may have been a
constant struggle for young Richard,
but Marfleets was the spot. Their
slogan, written in neon out front was,
“Always a Good, Safe Place to Eat.”

At the beach at Ocean Boulevard and Alamitos Street
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place to go as a kid; it was like a mini
Disneyland, with a haunted house
and everything.”

taken in the popular carnival booth at
The Pike known as “The Long Beach
Jail.”

Chris would often go to The Pike with
his sister, where they got their picture

Though the physical structure of The
Pike is no more, for people like Rich-

ard, Patricia, and Chris, the memories
are still as colorful and illuminating
as ever. Their memories, like a good
piece of theatre, entertain, evoke the
child within, and transport the soul to
another time and place. •908•

Above: Chris Sardelis and his sister at the “Long
Beach Jail” at the Pike in 1968
Left: Owner of the Star Cafe
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The Summer The Universe Watched
Long Beach...
By Jennifer Newton
It was the summer of 1952 and Long
Beach was a buzz with excitement.
The city had been chosen – over
Catalina Island and Hollywood, no
less! – to host the world’s first international beauty pageant. The most
beautiful women in the world were
about to descend on the city for the
inaugural Miss Universe Pageant. And
Long Beach was determined to use
this opportunity to show the world –
and the universe – that it was truly a
great destination location, “combining all the advantages of a modern
city with resort attractions,” as the
official Miss Universe program read.
“[The pageant] was quite the thing;
everyone looked forward to it,” recalls Long Beach native Bruce Johnston. “It was one of the few things
[at the time] that Long Beach had to
define itself.”
The Miss Universe pageant was
founded after the winner of the
rival Miss America pageant refused
to pose for publicity pictures while
wearing a swimsuit. Pageant sponsor Catalina Swimsuits pulled their
sponsorship from the Miss America
Pageant and decided to create their
own beauty competition instead.
Enter the Miss USA and Miss Universe
pageants, both debuting in 1952 in
our beloved city.
It was mid-June, and the attention
of the world was on Long Beach as
contestants from across the globe
began arriving.
“Saucy Aussie on Her Way,” the
newspaper announced.
“Miss Alaska Doffs Parker for Sun,”
another headline reads. (History lesson: Alaska didn’t become an American state until 1959.)
Even the policemen assigned as
escorts snapped away with personal

1956 Miss Universe contestants line up for a photo in Downtown Long Beach

cameras as the curvaceous candidates descended from their Pan
American Clipper, the Long Beach
Independent reported. The city was
intoxicated with beauty.
For the next week, Long Beach would
be the “beauty capital of the world”
with a full schedule of activities to entertain the girls and highlight the city.
It was promoted as a weeklong, $1
million celebration. (That’s equivalent
to approximately $9 million in today’s
economy.)
Monday: Contestants report to
Pageant Headquarters in Municipal
Auditorium.
Tuesday: Newsreel and press pictures; Luncheon; Welcome Dinner
Wednesday: Beauty parade of 100
floats
Thursday: Aqua Show and fireworks
in Rainbow Lagoon
Friday: Lions Club luncheon; Musical State show and selection of Miss
United States
Saturday: Miss Universe Pageant
Sunday: Beach party, Coronation Ball
Banquet, Grand Coronation Ball
Many of the week’s activities were
open to the public, with tickets

for various events ranging from 60
cents to $4.50. But it was the Beauty Parade on Wednesday that drew
what seemed like every citizen of the
greater Los Angeles area to Long
Beach on that warm summer day.
Beginning at Alamitos and Ocean,
the two-and-a-half hour parade featured the 71 contestants of the Miss
Universe and Miss USA pageants,
each riding atop individual pastel-tinted floats.
In subsequent years, Bruce Johnston
had a better-than-front-row seat for
the momentous parade. His Boy
Scout Troop was tapped to push
the contestants’ floats up the street
for the procession. Each Boy Scout
was assigned to one Beauty Queen.
Needless to say, the Boy Scouts very
much looked forward to this event
each year.
In 1952, the event drew a record
crowd of 225,000 people. After all,
this was the Average Joe’s chance to
do a bit of his own beauty pageant
judging. As the parade went west
to American Ave. (now Long Beach
Blvd.) and turned north to Seventh
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Street, the citizen judges began to
announce their favorites – with whistles and catcalls.
Down to Pine Ave and around Rainbow Pier, the 91 floats continued
their journey, serenaded by musical
groups including the Long Beach
Youth Band, Inglewood Boys Band
and Torrance Accordionettes. However, when all the votes were tallied,
the unofficial winner of the parade
– as determined by the Independent
– was Muk-Tuk, a six-week-old Husky
puppy brought to the competition by
Miss Alaska. The paper even highlighted his stats: 6” tall, 8” bust, 6”
waist and 14” hips (including his full,
fluffy tail).
As the week of festivities went on, the

tract. Other prizes included a 5-foot,
150-pound trophy valued at more
than $2,000 and the chance to wear
the Miss Universe crown, an all-diamond nuptial tiara created for the
Russian Imperial court that contained
1,829 flawless diamonds with a combined weight of 300 karats.

Sunday morning, Miss Finland, an
18-year-old high school student who
told the Independent she isn’t interested in boyfriends, was crowned the
first Miss Universe. Miss Hawaii came
in as the first runner-up, followed by
Miss Greece, Miss Hong Kong and
Miss Germany.

Finalists would be judged in bathing suit, evening gown and native
costume. Much like a prizefight open
for betting, the newspaper listed the
contestant’s stats:

Ironically, Miss Universe wouldn’t
remain a “miss” for long. While on
a tour of the Philippines during her
reign, she met and fell in love. She
secretly wed in May of 1953 and had
to “abdicate her throne” as Miss
Universe.

Belgium – Myriam Lynn, 25, 5’6”,
135 lbs, bust 35, waist, 25, hips 35,
brunette – skiing, dancing.
Hong Kong, China – Judy Dan, 21,
5’5”, 118 lbs, bust 34, waist 23, hips
35, brunette – swimming, riding.
Peru – Ada Bueno, 18, 5’ 5”, 110 lbs,
bust 35, waist 26, hips 36; brunette –
swimming, ballet.

Miss Venezuela (Carmen Duijm)
Float on Pine Ave. in 1955

main event grew closer. The stakes
were high. As a co-sponsor, Universal-International pictures announced
that the winner would be offered
a seven-year motion picture con-

The pageant was sold out, standing
room only. Almost 4,000 people
packed the Long Beach Municipal
Auditorium on Saturday night to see
who would be crowned the most
beautiful woman in the universe. In
total there were 30 contestants representing every continent and all major
nations (except for Russia, who was
not invited to participate).
It took two extra rounds of voting for
the judges to agree on a winner. But
when the final ballots were in, early

The Miss Universe pageant continued
to be a Long Beach summer tradition
through 1959, when a disagreement
between the city and the pageant
sponsors caused the Miss Universe
pageant owners to move the event’s
location to Miami Beach.
Long Beach responded to the rebuke
by creating their own “Miss International Beauty” pageant, boasting the
largest group of international women
to appear in any worldwide beauty
contest. The rest of the city caught
on to the “international” title and
the Long Beach City Council began
regarding Long Beach as an “International City,” a somewhat confusing
slogan we still see on signs around
town today.
Perhaps they should have gone with
“Most Beautiful City in the Universe.” •908•
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Big Screen
Summers
at the Drive-in
By Jennifer Newton
It was a warm summer night
on Friday, June 3, 1955.
East Long Beach families
were lining up in their cars
on Spring St. and Bellflower
Blvd. to be the first ones to
see a movie at the new Los
Altos Drive-In. That night was
a double-feature: Howard
Hughes’ “Son of Sinbad”
(the first showing in the Long
Beach area!) and “Rage at
Dawn” (presented in Technicolor and Super-Scope).
Prominent local advertisements lured the people in.
World’s Largest Screen! 10
stories high.
Super Giant Snack Bar!
Counter span extends quarter of a city block.
Spacious Kiddie Playground!
The latest facilities to entertain the tiny tots while
parents view the picture.
Come As You Are In The
Family Car!

If you lived in East Long
Beach anytime from 1955
to 1996, you spent at least a
night (or 20) at the Los Altos
Drive-In.
“Sometimes it was a date
place. Sometimes it was
more families. Sometimes
people would bring in alcohol and it would turn into
a big party,” recalls South
of Conant resident Hannah
Culhno who frequented
the drive-in from childhood
through high school. “My
mom had a 1984 Coupe
Deville, the biggest Cadillac
ever. We could fit six of us
girls inside and five football
players in the trunk. We’d
ride into the place with the
car so low to the ground
[from all the weight].”
The Los Altos Drive-In was
built in 1955 as part of
developer Lloyd Whaley’s
master-planned community
of East Long Beach. When it

opened, it was the “biggest
drive-in in the West,” with
the “largest screen in the
world.” Able to accommodate 1,200 cars, it was
quickly filled to capacity
on the weekends and was
expanded into a tri-plex in
the 1970s. Now able to accommodate 2,100 cars, the
Los Altos Drive-In became
the default hangout for everyone in East Long Beach,
from grandparents to high
schoolers.
“It was either the Naugles
parking lot or the drive-in.
But Naugles was guaranteed to have the cops there
by 9:45 pm, busting kids for
curfew. At the drive-in you
could hang out longer – until 11 pm or midnight,” says
Hannah.
All practicality aside, every
local has a memory of the
Los Altos Drive In.
“My most memorable
recollection of the Los Altos
Drive-In was going with the
Millikan High School ‘social
service club’ I was rushing.
Going to the drive-in was
one of the tasks we did together as a group,” continues Hannah.
“We were paired up with
the boys social club. But
boys never had any money;

so they were always trying
to sneak in – over the fence,
in the trunk of the car, however they could.”
Apparently, they weren’t
the only ones.
Julie Edwards, lifetime
East Long Beach resident,
grew up on Bellflower Blvd.,
directly across the street
from the Los Altos Drive-In.
She recalls, “When I was a
toddler, summer nights were
warm. Of course we had no
air conditioning in our tiny,
less than 1,000 square-foot

drive-in and only have to
pay for one or two cars.”

Aerial map of Los Altos Drive-in’s three big screens
with Bellflower Blvd. on the West

But some people didn’t
want to pay at all.
“I used to frequent the
drive-in, almost every night,”
recalls a local 908 resident
on a cinema nostalgia discussion board. He goes by
the screen name “fordking.”
“We would sneak into the
exit, covering the spikes using phone books or carpet
from Carpeteria across the
street. [Ironically] now I work
for the Cal Worthington
Ford that leases part of the
property.”

home, so we would leave
the front door open. Cars
would stop right in front of
our house to prepare themselves to go to the drive-in.
The passengers would get
out and they would load
as many people into the
trunk of one car as possible.
Then they would drive to the

Warm summer nights at
the Los Altos Drive-In came
to an end in 1996 when
the property was closed
and demolished to make
way for the new shopping
center. Hannah recalls that
many residents living near
the drive-in were happy to
see it go, as the screen was
bright and the attendees
were loud. That is until they

found out a Super-K was
supposed to be built in its
place. Then the drive-in
seemed like a much better
option. But, alas, it was
too late, and all East Long
Beach residents have left of
summer drive-in movies are
the memories.
“I think that parents want
to recreate the drive-in

experience that they loved
from their youth,” explains
Hannah. “And now days
we have such great technology, neighborhoods can
create their own drive-in
by projecting a movie on a
sheet in their driveway.”
Maybe we can start a new
Los Altos Drive-In, right in our
own front yard. •908•
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Cruisin’...
By John Grossi
From the 1930’s up until
somewhere in the early 1980’s,
summertime meant one thing
for a large population of Long
Beach youth. Car cruising.
Well, technically, there was
time all year long for car
cruising back in the day. But
summertime meant more days
out of the week to be out later
into the night.
The night would always start
at a drive-in. That’s where you
met up with friends and ran
into people you knew.
There was Hody’s at the corner
of PCH and Anaheim, the
Clock Drive-in by the Traffic
Circle, The Lakewood Drivein on Carson Street, the Los

1964 Buick Riviera
Owner: Eric Chandler
Metal Work: Kevin O’Flaherty

Altos Drive-In on Bellflower
and Spring, and Grisinger’s
Coffee Shop at Atlantic and
San Antonio, among others.
Guys and gals, 16 years and
up, would spend the day
making sure their car looked
as good as their outfit. Then it
was time to hop in, turn your
key in the ignition (sometimes more than once), and
motor off…away from mom
and dad’s house and toward
friends beckoning at the drivein. That would just be the start
of the night.
From there they’d cruise.
Jack Petitt (Millikan class

of ’68) and Don Chambers
(Lakewood ’71) reminisce
with 908 about the routes they
used to cruise – in much the
same way they do each Sunday
morning when they meet with
their “Mercifuls” Car Club at
Glory Days Grill for breakfast.
“Major streets, neighborhoods, friend’s houses, other
drive-ins…anywhere there
were good-looking girls who
appreciated good-looking
cars,” says Jack.
But the real spot to cruise - if
you had a bitchin’ car to show
- was Bellflower Blvd in the

City of Bellflower. The night
would start at Harvey’s Broiler
on Firestone Blvd. in Downey,
the famous drive-in/diner.
Then they’d cruise Bellflower.
Everyone would be there. The
top hot rods, “kustoms,” mild
kustoms, street machines, low
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riders, you name it—from
Long Beach, Lakewood, Bellflower, Wilmington, Downey,
Compton, Norwalk. If you had
something to show, Bellflower
was your stage.
“Nothing was organized,” says
Don Chambers. “You would
just go down there and run
into people with similar interests, some you knew and some
you didn’t. We were all just
looking for a good time and it
was a lot of fun.”

Bellflower cruising was a
scene straight out of a movie. Packed. Cars cruising up
and down all night long. The
Lakewood Sheriff would go up
there and try to impose a twolap limit on crowded nights.
Anything to keep the high
school car culture coeds from
having too much fun, too long
into summer nights.
But you couldn’t stop the fun
in those days. Besides the
Long Beach teens, other local

legends would cruise Bellflower. Guys with really cool cars.
Guys like Ed Roth, the creator
of Rat Fink, or Larry Watson,
the pinstripe painting legend.

Larry Watson
A regular on the strip, Larry
Watson was outgoing and
personable, but that’s not
why people recognized him.
Watson’s pinstriping detail in
lowrider paint designs, and
signature candy apple paint
jobs with the real flashy scallops and flames, made Watson

stand out among Bellflower
cruisers.
“Larry Watson was the king
of Bellflower Blvd,” says Andy
Heintzelman, a current 908
resident and member of the
prominent Long Beach Car
Club “Sultans.”
Andy got to know Watson
over the years because he was
a friend of the Sultans Car
Club. Car enthusiasts around
the world worship Watson for
the impact he’s made on paint
style. Pretty cool that the Long
Beach Sultans got to hang out

Pictured: A typical Bellflower cruiser you
might see at Harvey’s Broiler in the late
60’s - Lowered with 1953 Buick Skylark
Spoked Rims (A style made popular by
Long Beach’s Richard Graves)
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Richard Graves at his shop in West Long
Beach with a portion of his “fleet.”
Pictured Left to Right:
1935 Ford Pick Up
1957 Ford Thunderbird
1915 Ford Model T C-Cab
1934 Ford Victoria
1932 Ford Sedan Delivery

with him on a regular basis
before Larry passed away in
2010. It’s a perk of growing
up in the heartland of the car
scene.
Andy’s current car, a 1955
Ford pickup truck painted
bright orange with white scallops would never exist without
the inventive and creative
paint style of Larry Watson.
In fact, Watson saw it at a car
show once and complimented
Andy for having one of the
few front end scallops painted

true to the time period. A
blessing from a true deity in
the car world.

since 1956, when he was 12
years old helping out at his
dad’s shop on 10th and Ohio.

Watson may have been the
King of Bellflower Boulevard
cruising, but he wasn’t the
only guy who influenced the
world of kustom cars from a
So Cal garage.

By the time Richard attended
Wilson High School, he ran
his own business out of Pop’s
garage. Richard would buy a
rundown ’46 -’52 Chevy from
around town for $25 - $35,
tune it up, lower it, and install
new wheels and tires (that
would eventually become a
Graves signature). Then he’d
turn around and sell them for
$125.

Richard Graves
Richard Graves has lived and
worked on cars in Long Beach

“I was making land office
money as a high schooler,”
Graves recalled with a chuckle
and a smile.
Richard is genuine, extremely
nice and intensely humble. He
sits at his shop in West Long
Beach, Richard’s Wheels and
Chassis, in an office above a
garage with more classic cars
than some car shows. It ain’t
easy getting him to tell you
about the impact he’s had on
car culture in America. Yet
others who know cars can fill
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belongs. Richard was building
cars in the Southern California style that combined the
earlier hot-rod look from drag
racing and post-WWII races
along SoCal’s dry river beds,
with the best new technologies
available and affordable in the
1960’s.
Everything was extremely
well detailed, painted with
metal flake and candy, and
upholstered inside. All that
plus the signature Graves’
lowered body and decked-out
spokes — 1953 Buick Skylark
spokes, to be exact — placed
on custom Richard Graves’
wider rims.
If it seems impressive, it is.
And that’s why the man has
been in so many magazines,
developing an influence that
spans the country and the
globe for kustom cars. That’s
why a guy like Kevin O’Flaherty from all the way over
in England knew of Richard
Graves and Long Beach, California. That’s what made car
culture in Long Beach so cool.

1979 Gumball
Rally
in the blanks.
Kevin O’Flaherty is one of
them, a guy with a bug for
classic cars and a knack for
filling in the blanks. Kevin
didn’t grow up cruising in
Long Beach, Bellflower, or
anywhere else in the US. Born
in England, he grew up reading hot rod magazines about
cruising Bellflower Boulevard
and the innovations of car
gurus like Larry Watson and
Richard Graves.

They were a big reason
he moved to Long Beach.
Although, the kicker was
weather.
“I was in England watching
the Long Beach Grand Prix on
TV back when it was a Formula 1 race. And I’m seeing that
they’ve got these boats floating
in the water. They’ve got palm
trees, gorgeous weather, and I
opened my back door and it’s
just pissing down with rain
sideways. And it’s so frickin’
freezing and I’m thinking, why

am I here? So I moved.”
Kevin is a sheet metal fabrication expert these days who
works on some of the finest
cars in the industry. But back
then he was just a car enthusiast who wanted to be where
the scene was. So Cal. Long
Beach.
Kevin first read about Richard
Graves in Rod and Custom
magazine, which ran an article
about the “Early Times” car
club to which Richard still

Cruising always was, and still
is, a major part of car culture.
But it was never the only
factor. There’s a reason these
gearheads like talking about
their engines. SPEED.
There’s nothing like going fast.
Especially if you’re going faster than everyone else. Street
races were common in the
60’s and 70’s. Usually nothing
organized, but if you pulled up
next to a car that looked like
it wanted to race, you raced. If
only stoplight to stoplight.
East Long Beach resident Dick
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Jack Petitt’s 1957 Pontiac Chieftain, 1969 Nova, & Don Chamber’s 1955
Chevy Nomad. The two are members of the “Mercifuls” Car Club in Long
Beach and can be found cruising all around Long Beach these days just
like the 60’s and 70’s.

Donahue was one of the guys
who liked to race in the 70’s.
An attendee of Lakewood
High School, Dick’s Duster
was a perennial contender
as one of the fastest cars in
Lakewood.
Out of many fond memories
speeding around the empty
Boeing lots, cruising Bellflower and the local parks, and
street racing on Santa Fe in
North Long Beach, there is
one that stands out for Dick
and high school buddy Mike
Bryant. The Gumball Rally.
It started out as a “what-if,”
idea after the movie Gumball
Rally was released nationally. Never seen it? The movie
is about a no-limits car race
from New York to Long
Beach’s Queen Mary.
Donahue, Bryant, and the
guys sat around one Saturday
night with not much to do,
trying to stir up fun.
“What if we did our own gumball rally?” said someone.
A plan began to form. They
would leave from Pan Ameri-

can Park, drive to Disneyland
Hotel, then the Queen Mary
(just like in the movie), and
finally head back to Pan Am.
A set of ground rules were
laid out, prohibiting driving
on freeways and various other
no-no’s.
By the time the friends figured
out a feasible plan, the night
was too late. They vowed to
complete their Gumball Rally
on the following weekend.
But something they didn’t
expect happened. Word about
the rally had gotten out, then
proceeded to grow and grow
over the school week.
Other kids from Lakewood
High, older kids, even some
guys unknown to Dick and
Mike entered. What had
started as a race between six
friends turned into a 30-40 car
big money excursion at $30 a
driver.
Even the Lakewood High administration heard about the
event in advance! They put out
strict warnings over the PA
system during school. A lot of
good that did.

At Pan Am Park on Saturday
night, the cars were lined up
in parking spaces near the
baseball field. With a crowd
of onlookers gathered on the
grass, the contestants started
on the far side of the park and
had to run to their cars to start
the race. For the hosting duo,
Dick did the running while
Mike started the engine back
in the parking lot.
The Lakewood Sheriff ’s had
been tipped off to the rally,
which they intended to stop
before it started. But they
didn’t have jurisdiction at Pan
Am Park in Long Beach. So
they set a trap at the intersection of Carson St. and
Bellflower Blvd, and caught a
few, but most of the contestants found a route to get past
the sheriff.

they could run them. People
were really trying to win.”
A volunteer waited at each pit
stop and gave riders a special
token to confirm they had
passed the check point.
So how’d Mike and Dick do in
their own race?
“We got 2nd place but we
didn’t cheat,” smiles Dick.
Mike Bryant marvels at the
craziness of the night. “It
could never happen now.
There were a lot less people on
the roads back then. It was less
of a hazard and more fun.”

Lion’s Drag Strip

The Lakewood Sheriff ’s
tipped off the Anaheim Police
Department. Yet the race went
on. What ensued was one
of the craziest, fastest, most
thrilling nights of their lives
for the 60-80 kids involved.
“It was crazy,” says Dick,
“We were all taking different
routes, flying as fast as we
could, and trying to stay away
from the sheriff. Some people
were even timing red lights so

Anyone in Long Beach who
enjoyed cars and racing
between 1955 and 1972 made
their way down to the Lions
Drag Strip on a regular basis,
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especially during the summertime.
Lions Drags Strip was a world
renowned AHRA (American
Hot Rod Association) track located in Wilmington, just west
of Long Beach. Take Wardlow
all the way west to just past the
710 Freeway where it intersects with Alameda Street, and
there you are. A 15-minute
drive from East Long Beach
to see the fastest cars in the
world race. It was a no-brainer
for the car enthusiasts of Long
Beach in those years.
Lions was largely considered
the fastest quarter-mile drag
strip in the world because
of its proximity to sea level.
Racers loved Lions because
of the predictable and beautiful SoCal weather. Anyone
with a fast car and confidence
wanted to race Lion’s because
they knew it was the top field
they could enter. If you won
at Lions, you were beating the

best of the best.
The Lions Drag Strip drew
crowds over 10,000 on a
regular basis. Saturday “Date
Night” races were very popular as were Friday and Sunday.
During the week fans could go
watch amateur races for free.
There was always something
going on at Lions.
The gear heads of East Long
Beach especially loved Lions
because it allowed intimacy
with real racers…the best in
the world.
“The guys from back East
would come with maybe one
crew guy so if you were hanging around you would end up
helping them and becoming
a part of their crew,” recalls
Andy Heintzelman.
Lions was a great place for
friends to gather and have fun
back in those summers. Five
bucks got you admission, and

High School friends Mike Bryant and Dick Donahue meet with 908 Magazine at Pan Am Park — the starting spot of their 1979 Gumball Rally

all the hot dogs and soda you
could want. It was yet another
landmark that made Long
Beach world famous.
***
From cruising old cars to
racing high speed at the drags,
Long Beach car culture was
expansive, diverse and lots
of fun for the young and free

gearheads of the 50’s, 60’s and
70’s.
There was one event that
combined a lot of the car
culture—looks, cruising, and
racing—into a single unique
East Long Beach event. That
was the Long Beach Model
T Club’s Annual Signal Hill
Climb.
(continue to page 20)
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Long Beach
Model T Club’s
Signal Hill
Climb
Every summer from 1956 to
1979 thousands of residents
gathered to watch the soupedup Model T’s test their fate at
the steepest hill around.
It started as just an impromptu
challenge during a club cruise
that first year. The Model T
Club was cruising nearby, and
a couple of guys decided to go
up the hill.
“In those days, when you
bought a new car - no matter
what it was, the first thing you
did was take it to a big hill to
see if it would go over the hill.
Signal Hill was the steepest we
had in Long Beach so it was
a pretty big thing back then,”
explains Jeff Hood, current
member and past president of
the Long Beach Model T Club.
However, most people testing
their kustom motors and rods
up the hill weren’t driving
1914 Model T’s. That was a
sight to behold. After the first
disorganized climb in 1956,

during which five cars made
it up the hill (a sixth realizing the importance of a full
tank of gas), the club started
putting a little more effort into
the event.
By 1958, the Long Beach
Model T Club made it official,
inviting other clubs from
neighboring cities, and even
publicizing the event in the
Press Telegram.
Jeff Hood was a boy then, not
a member of the club, but
just like many other locals,
he remembers riding his bike
each year to the base of the hill
to watch the cars go up, one at
a time.
The early century Model T’s
always looked cool, just as
they do now, so appeal was
wide. But don’t mistake this
event for just another cruise.
These were timed races up the
hill. Car owners would tinker
on their engines all year long
just to make a good showing
in this one race. And for their
chance to be crowned “King of
the Hill.” At the height of the
event, hundreds of cars would
attempt the feat, with Miss
Signal Hill handing out the
winning prizes.
The fastest time came in 1977
when a gentleman named
LaRue Thomas climbed the

track in 7.18 seconds. There
were prizes for all different
classes, and even prizes for
most troubled vehicles. Each
year there would be someone
who didn’t make it up the
hill, yet no one ever got hurt.
The event was well planned
and lots of fun. Something
car lovers, history lovers and
residents in general looked
forward to each year.
So why did it stop? Chalk it up
to that age-old archenemy of
fun, liability. After the success
of the annual Model T Climb,
a local skateboard group decided to join the fun with their
own annual event. Long story
short, souping up old cars to
go faster uphill is a little safer
than souping up new skateboards to go faster downhill.
After a few accidents came to
the attention of “official hill
events,” the decision was made
to cut them across the board.
It didn’t help that land around
the hill was owned by four
different entities.

Jeff Hood’s 1915 Ford Model T
still makes it up Signal Hill with ease

“The bottom of the hill was
in Long Beach, the top was
Signal Hill property, Shell Oil
owned the land on one side,
and Atlantic Richfield owned
land on the other. The four of
them couldn’t agree on one
type of liability coverage,”
laughs Hood.
So the event came to an end
eventually, but not before two
decades of very memorable
summertime events.
Something tells me that a lot
of the Model T guys still take
their cars up the hill these
days. Even though it’s no longer blessed by the city.
Just like Richard Graves’ Early
Times Car Club, Jack Pettit’s
and Don Chamber’s Mercifuls, and Andy Heintzelman’s
Sultans, the Model T Club of
Long Beach lives on.
The members aren’t as young
and crazy as they once
were, and the culture isn’t as
prevalent, but the tinkering,
cruising and desire to be recognized because of your car
remains.

Long Beach “Sultan” Andy
Heintzelman’s 1955 Ford Pickup

If you’d like to meet them,
check out the Long Beach
Model T Club Vintage and
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Classic Arts exchange on Saturday, July 22nd at Veterans
Stadium. Got to lbmtc.com
for more info about the swap
meet.
The Early Times Car Club
puts on their Mid-Winter Rod
Run every February and all
are welcome. The Poker Run
and Garage Tour leaves out of
Richard’s Wheel’s and Chassi’s
on Caspian Ave.
The Mercifuls meet every Sunday morning at Glory Days
Lakewood to talk old cars,
share stories and plan upcoming cruises. The West Coast
Nationals in Santa Maria is
the big one coming up, May
26 - 28.
The Sultans put on a number
of events, the headline being
their car show in Signal Hill
this August 6th to raise money
for Signal Hill youth programs.
***

Thousands of locals gather at Hill Street to watch the Long Beach Model T Club’s Signal Hill Climb, 1969

Car culture may no longer be
what it was in the 50’s, 60’s and
70’s; but if you drive around
Long Beach it’s not hard to
find the clues from cruises
past. Lots of 908 residents,
whether in a car club or not,
are still fixing, painting and
driving their favorite automobiles from those decades,
holding on to the golden summer memories of the past.

Classic Cars are an extension
of the people that own them.
If you see a car driving down
Bellflower, it’s okay to look at
it. If it’s one you really like,
you may even want to talk to
the owner about it and share
stories.
Because just like people, every
car has a different story. And
these stories are out there,

waiting to be heard. Many of
them are cooler, funnier and
more in-depth than we’re able
to print in this magazine. So
just ask.
Don’t worry about catching
up to your favorite car. It may
have a fast engine, but believe
me, classic cars in Long Beach
are all about cruisin’. •908•
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Marine Stadium Leeches...
By: John Grossi
It’s a cold foggy Tuesday morning in the
dead of winter and Marine Stadium is
empty.
The same Marine Stadium that has become
world renowned since its inception before
the 1930 Olympics; the Marine Stadium
that’s seen Olympic gold medals in rowing,
national championship drag boat races,
world record waterskiing times, and crowds
into the fifteen thousands…
The Marine Stadium that projects the roars
of a summer stadium crowd so loud they
tickle the ears of residents from 90803 to
90808…
That Marine Stadium.
It’s quiet, silent and empty except for a
guy named Wayne Wilms, who’s rigging a
clothesline between a city parking sign and
an old home-made “Easy-up Tent” with
four wooden legs. Setting up camp.
It’s too foggy to see the water while standing on the sand. Never mind 15 feet down

to the stadium. But the others know exactly
where to find him. After all, the routine’s
been going on for a long time, about 8
years or 48 depending on who you are and
how you look at it. The exact spot here
even has a name: Scrogs Landing. A guy
named Lou coined that...

boat owners. Wayne and the other members reminisce about that long-ago heyday
for waterskiing. The stadium was always
packed, 20 to 30 boats full all spring and
summer long.

In about 30 minutes the fog will clear
revealing a spectacular view. The sun will
begin rising over the calm, crisp, glassy
stadium surface. Between 9am and 3pm
about 20 - 30 diehard skiers will mosey in
and out of the stadium, sit under the tent,
share stories, eat lunch, play cards and take
turns skiing behind Wayne’s boat.

“All they can do is say NO!” reads the club
motto printed all over members’ T-shirts
and patches. The young men were in their
20’s back then, and good at what they did
– both the asking-for-rides part, and the
skiing part.

The “Leech Club,” as they call themselves,
is a Long Beach Water Ski group as unique,
impressive, notable and perhaps as under-the-radar as Marine Stadium itself.
If there were memorable summer times
at Marine Stadium over the past 50 years,
these are the guys who would know. For
them, it started in the early 1970’s. They
were at the stadium pretty much every day
back then giving the club its name, “leeching” water ski pulls from unsuspecting

Perfect for Leeches.

They even had a Leech Club Code of
Conduct: Always offer five bucks and ask
for two laps and no more. It was a sucker’s offer though and the Leeches knew it.
They always had a “free ride coupon” the
boat owners wouldn’t know about. It was
called skill. These guys were good.
Once boaters gave them one pull, the rest
of the day was usually free. If you liked
water-skiing at all this was the group you
wanted to watch. They rode at high speeds,
jetted side-to-side, and pioneered cutting
edge tricks. But, once they kicked off their
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skis and went barefoot, it was game over
for the driver.
Some of the best barefooters in the history
of the sport are Leech Club members, now
in their sixties and seventies. On any given
Tuesday, these skiers can be found at Marine Stadium sharing stories, feats, resumes
and world records with one another. Stories
that, if known, would make the joggers,
strollers, and general passers-by drop their
jaws and pull up a chair. Of course, no
one does because, well, they don’t know.
Shame, because they’d be welcome to join
the group too. Turns out these “leeches”
don’t quite live up to their name these days.
The group’s gone-all generous in their
older age.
But before we get too far into the lives of
today’s Leeches - guys like Lee Squier, Stan
Leder, Wayne Wilms, Craig Vestermark,
Charlie Saunders and Greg Jones - we have
to talk about the guy who started it all.
The Godfather.
The brawny, barefootin’, bartender.
The welcoming, wavy-haired, Italian.
The original “scrog” with a personality that
can’t be forgotten.

Leeches enjoy company at Scrogs Landing on a Tuesday waiting for their next pull in Marine Stadium

Lou Arzio.
Big Lou.
The Great Luigi.
Before Taco-Tuesday, Super-Tuesday, twofor-Tuesday or anything else, Tuesday’s
were “Lou’s Days” at Marine Stadium,
Long Beach. There’s really only one reason
so many water ski legends and local greats
gather at Marine Stadium every Tuesday
even in the dead of winter to slice up the

glassy water: Lou Arzio.
The Leech Club is Long Beach through
and through. Guys like Greg Jones and
Craig Vestermark, multi-generational Long
Beach folks. Lou Arzio was not a Long
Beach guy. He was a bartender from the
San Fernando Valley and Tuesday was his
day off…or his day on, depending on how
you look at it. Tuesday’s were, and always
will be, Lou’s days.
(continue to page 24)
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Simply put, for a
group of Leechers,
Lou was the find of
a lifetime. A blood
donor.
Much of what are
Tuesday rituals
today at Marine
Stadium still mirror
what Lou began in
the early 1970’s. He
would drive down
from The Valley
early in the morning, 8 a.m. or so,
bringing his boat,
his hibachi grill, and
his personality.

Thus began a
legendary decade
of Tuesdays. The
Leeches were in
their 20’s and they
were down at the
stadium almost
every day. But their
favorite was always
Lou’s Day. Tuesday,
when they soaked
up the wonders of
this amazing man
Lou, almost triple
their age, who was
so, so cool.

Today when the
Leeches talk about
Gary Covert’s original “Leech Club” jacket
Lou their deep admiranow hangs as a decoration at the Crooked
“Outgoing,
tion for him resonates.
Duck restaurant on PCH and Clark.
gregarious, yet
There have been lots of
extremely patient
additions to the Tuesday
and sincere,” that’s
crew since the original
how Lou’s son Tony describes his dad. “It
Leech Club, both guys and gals, all with
was like growing up with a dad who was a
impressive water ski achievements. But
celebrity.”
something peculiar happens when you ask
about Lou, the now-deceased Long Beach
Lou seemed to know everyone who
Legend. A certain respect. Or hierarchy.
strapped skis to their feet in the Southern
Not just for Lou, but for the guys who
California waters. He introduced many of
knew him.
them to the sport; probably over 1,000.
He tended bar by trade and would invite
It’s like you’re a little bit cooler if you knew
anyone who showed vague interest in the
Lou. And if you knew him well, or for a
sport to come out on his boat. His original
long time, you’re that much cooler.
stomping grounds were out at Hansen
Dam. But after a horrid winter in ’69 and
Wayne Wilms is cool. He knew Lou well.
’70 closed that lake down for good, Lou
Arzio was introduced to the golden waters
Wayne’s the guy who drives his boat down
of Marine Stadium. The Glassy Oval.
now and waits for the others to show. By
all accounts Wayne shares a dedication to
He drove his boat down all by himself one
the sport and special patience for encourTuesday, parked it in the river, and hoped
aging others, just like Lou. You won’t see
for the best.
him grilling burgers and dogs on the beach
anymore…the city put a stop to that. But
Lou met Gary Covert first, who eventually
you will see him passing around bowls of
introduced him to the rest of the gang.
fruit and snacks, inviting everyone to dig in.

Around 11:30 am Bill McQuaid shows up
with pizza from Costco, and the group eats
lunch. “Pizza Bill” they yell out, as if his
name is “Norm!”
Just like Lou, Wayne drives the boat for
most of the day, giving the others pulls.
Twenty or thirty skiers might roll through
on a given Tuesday, but not all at once.
The morning crew comes and staggers out.
The lunch crew rolls in, and eventually the
afternooners. Wayne stays.
Around 2:00 or so, if the skiers are content,
they’ll park the boat and pull out cards. Gin
or Hearts are the games of choice. But if
someone needs a pull, Wayne or one of the
others is back in the boat.
Like Lou, Wayne doesn’t do much skiing
anymore. He’s content to host the others.
But it’s not because he can’t ski anymore.
He’s still damn good. He can barefoot, one
foot, you name it. Some days he does more
than others. And every Tuesday he does at
least two laps.
The two laps are a tribute to Lou. And
during the two laps he does a trick that
none of the others can do. Just Lou and
Wayne. It’s called the Great Luigi, and
Wayne only started doing it after Lou
passed. The routine is a sight to behold.
Wayne is a salt water beach rat, from a
German background. But watch his routine
and it’s like you’re watching the Italian
Stallion himself.
The boat takes off and he starts by getting
his hands wet and slicking back his hair,
shrugging his shoulders, licking his lips, and
cranking his neck. The fellas on the shore
smile at the tribute to ole Lou. He slaloms
then bends his knees. One side, then the
other side. Slaloms then bends his knees.
The driver of the boat starts laughing. He

Every Tuesday Wayne does a two-lap tribute to Lou Arzio, including all his goofy antics, like slicking back his hair and raising his leg
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Wayne Wilms performing The Flying Luigi

twists his waist, raises his hands, and does
just about every other grandiose Italian
physical movement you can imagine. His
body language screams Luigi.
But don’t be fooled and think it’s just a
pantomime act. As the boat makes its turn
down by Marina Vista Park, it picks up
speed and turns into a straightaway. Wayne
(or Lou, it’s hard to tell at this point),
brings his right foot out of the ski, balances on his left, kicks his right foot into the
air, and puts the rope in his mouth with his
hands out to the side. The flying Luigi.
The crowd on the shore gives him a standing ovation fully orchestrated with high
pitch whistles and yells. Tuesday Lou’s Day
lives on for one more week.
Why do I get the feeling one day in the
future a group like this one will be paying
tribute to Wednesday Wayne’s day?

Lou Arzio performing the Great Luigi

with the world record barefoot skier from
Australia. And won. Taking the win by
4mph and representing the United States at
the World Championships held at the Long
Beach Marine Stadium. It was the biggest
crowd he’s ever seen in Marine Stadium
at one time. And keep in mind there have
been lots of them.
The National Drag Association allotted
10,000 tickets for the event and sold out in
minutes. Unsure of what else to do they
started collecting 5 bucks from the oncoming crowds. An estimated 18,000 showed
up to Marine Stadium that day to watch the
races, the highlight being The American…
the Long Beachian… the local…Craig
Vestermark setting the world record in
barefoot speed topping out at 88mph. The
stadium was so packed the people were
standing 10 deep in the water.
The others nod in agreement with Craig’s

account. They were all there. It was a huge
deal back then.
They sit now around a booth at The
Crooked Duck on PCH reminiscing about
those days of packed races. They were all
so cool. This one was the best.
“I’ve never seen anything like it,” explains
Craig.
He would know, having put on and organized a number of the largest races Marine
Stadium has ever seen himself.
Greg Jones won’t argue that summers
skiing on the stadium were something to
remember, especially in ’74. After all, he
and his two buddies were renting a house
right on Appian facing the stadium. The
stadium was packed with skiers every day
and huge crowds every weekend. He was
the one throwing parties on his rooftop,

***
The 70’s at Marine Stadium were a heck of
a time.
As far as a particular “summer to remember” goes, Craig Vestermark makes his
case.
Craig wasn’t part of the Leech Club back
then, just because he grew up in a different
group of friends. But he was still down
there every day leeching rides. He just
didn’t have a patch with a name. It was only
a matter of time till he linked up with these
other guys though. They share the passion.
Craig would tell you the summer of ’72 was
the one. The year he became world record
barefoot skier twice in 3 months. First,
in Bakersfield clocking at 72mph. Three
months later Craig went head to head

Craig Vestermark after barefoot racing in front of a huge Marine Stadium
crowd in 1976 Championships
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blasting rock ‘n roll music and generally
partying like it was 1974.
There’s even a picture that was published
in Water Ways magazine of a huge ski race
going on where the crowd is looking up at
the Jones roof party instead of the race.
Now that’s a summer to remember… although Jones gets a little tight-lipped these
days when asked exactly what everyone was
looking at up there. The group at Crooked
Duck laughs.
Charlie Saunders, a habitual Tuesday skier,
starts passing around old photos from
Marine Stadium and the group continues
to reminisce. They keep mentioning a guy
named “Coach” who has passed away now.
Who was he?
“He was the biggest Leech of us all!”
Why do you call him coach?
“Because he somehow retired when he
young and we wanted him to coach the rest
of us on how!”
The owner of Crooked Duck, Joey Rooney,
had never heard of the Leech Club or
Tuesday’s Lou’s Day, or any of that when
he opened his water-ski themed restaurant
in 2011.
“Wayne stopped by one day a few months
after we opened, looked at all the skis
hanging from the walls and asked to talk to
me,” Joey explains. “As soon as I said hi,
he said, ‘We water ski Tuesday’s at Marine
Stadium. Be there!’ and he walked out!”
And so the Leech Club grew by one more.
Sounds like a classic “Lou Arzio” move by
Wayne. Rooney got to join a great group
and acquire a bunch more cool water ski
paraphernalia to hang in his restaurant.
Lee Squier and Stan Leder are also more
recent additions to Tuesday Lou’s Day.
They love skiing every Tuesday with people
just as passionate about the sport as them.
Lee Squier would tell you his most memorable summer was when he won the
Catalina Ski Race in 1993 at age 40 against
a field of the greatest high-speed skiers in
the world. Much like Vestermark’s record,
it was that much sweeter to see the local
Long Beach guy beat an international class.
Lee also set the record for age 60+ running
the Catalina ski race in 2014. He went to

From left to right: Craig Vestermark, Joey Rooney, Wayne Wilms, Charlie Saunders, Stan
Leder, Greg Jones, and Lee Squier meet at The Crooked Duck to share water ski stories and
summers to remember at Marine Stadium

Catalina and back in 55 minutes; the first
senior to ever break the hour-mark. He
lowered the record by 18 minutes.
Lee was once victim of a brutal water ski
accident where the rope snapped back at
him one time when he was driving the
boat. He lost all his teeth. The guys love
hearing that story. In fact they tell a lot
of stories about their own incidents and
injuries, and their friends’ incidents and
injuries. It’s enough to keep a listener away
from the water for good!
So why do these veterans keep skiing even
though they’ve all been hurt, and the sport
has even killed some of their friends?
“Passion,” says Stan Leder.

too fast to notice at the time.
Back to injuries and travesties, Stan
mentions that the skier dies later that year
during an Australian race.
Passion.
Wayne sums it up, “He died doing what he
loved.”
Craig interrupts a downward spiraling
conversation with one of his classic funny
stories. This one’s about a summer in the
70’s when he and his dog were down at the
stadium leeching rides. His dog got so riled
up at the site of one woman skier that it
chased her as she started taking off, caught
up with her, jumped up, and ripped the
bikini off the lady!

Stan is 77 years old but looks like he’s in his
40’s or 50’s. He’s been a part of the Catalina Ski-Race for 45 years. Thirty years skiing
and 15 years spotting from the boat…since
his hip-replacement.

The guys erupt in laughter. “She was so
pissed!”

His most memorable Catalina Ski Race
was when he was riding in a boat in 2015,
spotting for a guy that was skiing right next
to a huge whale at one point.

Marine Stadium is one of those Long
Beach landmarks that’s integral to the city’s
history. It’s another local treasure that
keeps people connected. Tied to their life
here.

“Show ‘em the picture,” the others yell. It’s
pretty incredible.
A helicopter took a picture of the guy skiing right next to the beast. They were going

They could sit and share stories all day.
And they do. Every Tuesday.

The stadium itself has been a constant in
our city’s history. Not really changing since
its inception in the 1930s. The develop-
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Sometimes old Leech Club members who
have moved to other states will even show
up. If they’re in Long Beach on a Tuesday,
it’s like old times. They know exactly where
to go.
Lou coined the spot they meet “Scrog’s
Landing.” The word “Scrog” came from
Lou’s past service days when he was stationed in the Philippines during World War
II. He came back with the word he had
learned from the locals; it means friendship.
No surprise that the affable Italian made
friends with the locals while he was there.
Who knows, maybe there’s even a group
of old Filipino locals that gather every
Tuesday to honor the man that changed
their lives.
Look closely to see a huge whale underneath a skier during the 2015 Catalina Ski Race. Current
Lou’s Day attendee Stan Leder was in the boat for this skier. Luckily no accident occurred

ments and culture around the stadium have
changed. The people who go in and out of
the stadium, the boats that cycle through,
the speeds and technologies have changed,
but the stadium has stayed right where it
always was. Same water, same straightaway.
For the Leeches who lived at the stadium
in the 1970’s, they were on an endless
summer. They probably thought they’d
never stop their routine. Every day at the
stadium, every Tuesday with Lou.
But like most young adults who think they
have it made, more important things took
the Leeches away from Marine Stadium for
a number of years. Not totally away, they
still all skied, but it was never quite like it
was in the 70’s. Families, jobs and careers,
made skiing a luxury and not a routine.
When Lou passed away in 1993, the crew
got together again. And a big crew it was.
Lou’s son Tony couldn’t think of anywhere
else to hold a memorial service for his dad
other than Marine Stadium. So that’s what
they did.
Lou’s son Tony stepped away from the
sport pretty much altogether after his dad’s
passing. He didn’t see any of the guys for
15 years after that service.
Then one day in 2008, Tony found himself
down in Long Beach for his work, at a

boating convention. Grabbing dinner at Tequila Jacks of all places, he found himself
in a conversation with another gentleman
who was talking about Marine Stadium.
“You know Wayne Wilms?” the guys asked
Tony.
Tony said yeah, but he hadn’t seen Wayne
in years. Tony got Wayne’s number and the
two started reminiscing. Then Wayne told
Tony something that made him swell with
emotion and pride. Wayne was retiring in
2009 and he said as soon as he did, he was
going to start parking his boat down at the
stadium on Lou’s Days.

What we do know is that Long Beach
folklore had a gem in Lou. And we live
in a rare moment, where anyone can go
relive some of the greatest Marine Stadium
memories in Long Beach history, and all
they have to do is head down there on a
Tuesday and come as a friend.
If you get there early, show faith. The
others will come.
Look for Wayne wearing a white bucket hat
or one of the others passing around a bowl
of pineapples on the beach. Offer them $5
and ask for two laps around the stadium.
Remember, all they can do is say “no!” •908•

And every Tuesday since 2009, Wayne has
been good to his word. With a patience
and sincerity just like Lou, Wayne’s routine
has built the Leech Club back up to what
it was in the 70’s. Most of these guys now
with their kids grown, some retired, some
newcomers, some don’t even ski anymore.
But they’ve found their way down to
Marine Stadium every Tuesday to keep the
tradition going.
They understand the cycle of the stadium
and know now it’s their time to give rides
to any leeches who show up with nothing
but a ski and ambition. The summertime
will be packed with that new generation.
But until then, school is in session and the
stadium is empty except for Wayne’s boat.

Official rules of the very unofficial
Marine Stadium Leech Club
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Remember those
Millikan open swims?

Little Fish in a Big Pool...
By Jennifer Newton
Daniel O’Donnell stared down at his
toes as they hung over the high dive.
The distance from the diving board to
the water seemed much larger from
this angle. He took a deep breath
and mustered up all the courage a
young boy could. He closed his eyes.
He took a step. And off he went,
down to the depths of the Millikan
High School pool. That summer
would go down as the year he had
conquered the high-dive. Next summer, maybe he would conquer the
world!
For years, a typical East Long Beach
summer consisted of attending 49er
Camp a CSULB, watching movies at
the Los Altos Drive-In and going to
Friday night open-swim at Millikan.
When you are a pre-teen, getting to
swim at the local high school like a
“big kid” was the highlight of your
summer. When you are a parent, having a safe, affordable activity for you
child on a Friday night is a summer
dream.

“Open swim on Friday nights at
Millikan. One of the moms on the
block would drive a bunch of us in
the station wagon to Millikan, drop us
off and then pick us up a few hours
later,” remembers Daniel. “Our group
of five ranged from eight to 10 years
old.”
When asked about summer memories of Long Beach days past, Friday Night Open Swim at Millikan
High School came up a lot. I guess
when you are a pre-teen, getting to
high school seems like the ultimate
achievement. After all, high school
has all the cool stuff. You get lockers.
You change classes. You’re practically
an adult. #Goals.
So, when the local high school opens
up their pool on Friday nights during
the summer, you go!
“I remember open swim night,”
recalls Kevin O’Donnell. “It was fun
because we were little kids swimming
at the high school. “It made you feel

like you were a ‘high schooler.’”
However, since those defining summer memories of Friday nights at the
Millikan pool, many of Long Beach’s
athletic facilities are fallen into disrepair and local residents’ summer
swimming plans have moved on to
new locations.
But there is hope. Last year Long
Beach voters overwhelmingly approved Measure E, which will provide
about $1.5 billion to improve infrastructures across LBUSD. Specifically,
this will ensure all six Long Beach
area high schools have up-to-date
outdoor swimming pools!
Perhaps the summers of the future
will once again include open swim
nights at Millikan and other area high
schools. After all, before you can
conquer the world, you should start
out conquering a high dive.
For current open swim times at the
Millikan High School pool, visit:
http://www.longbeach.gov/park/
recreation-programs/aquatics/pools/
millikan-high-school-pool/. •908•
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Lighting Up The Shore: The 1984
Summer Olympic Torch Run
By: Jennifer Newton
The flame burned bright as
the Olympic torch entered
Long Beach around 10 PM on
July 26, 1984. A cool summer
breeze spurred its carrier forward as the torch rounded out
the last leg of its journey enroute to the Summer Olympic
Opening Ceremonies at the
LA Memorial Coliseum. For
79 days prior, the flame made
its way 9,000 miles across
America, passed hand-to-hand
by more than 4,000 runners,
as 30 million people cheered
it on.

ty. Those of us who’ve been
around [for a while] haven’t
seen anything like it before or
since.”
The Olympic flame is the link
between the ancient Greek
games and the modern Olympiad. Each Olympics, the flame
is lit from Olympia, Greece,
just as in days of the ancient
Olympiad. The torch is then
transported to the host country where it travels throughout
the region on its way to the
host city in time for Opening
Ceremonies.

And tonight it was coming
through Long Beach. Around
1 million exuberant, joyful,
patriotic spectators lined the
streets to witness this “oncein-a-lifetime” experience. People waved American flags, held
balloons and played patriotic
music to welcome the runners
to the city.

On July 26, 1984, seven local
residents were scheduled to
carry the iconic torch south
on Long Beach Boulevard,
turning east on Carson Street,
then south on Lakewood
Boulevard to Pacific Coast
Highway, finally turning west
down 2nd Street toward Ocean
Boulevard.

“That night we were all one,”
smiles John Morris, founder of
Legends on Second Street. “We
were all proud Americans, celebrating together, having fun
together, watching this historic
event as one big communi-

For the first time in Olympic history, the organization
offered regular citizens the
chance to carry the torch.
More than 3,500 amateurs,
known as Youth Legacy
Kilometer Runners (YLK’s),

obtained the right to carry the
flame for 1 kilometer along the
route by contributing $3,000 to
athletic programs at their local
Boys & Girls Club, YMCA or
Special Olympics. The promotion, which ultimately raised
nearly $11 million dollars
for these charities, created a
sense of Olympic pride among
Americans across the country.
Lakewood resident Jeanine
Vaden was standing with her
husband and daughter on the
corner of Lakewood Boulevard and Carson Street when
fellow Lakewood resident Liz
Rutledge ran by with the torch.
“The local news was there
covering the event too. And as
the flame ran by, the reporter
picked up our daughter and
put her on his shoulders. It
was a memorable moment,”
Jeanine says.
About an hour later, Juanita Martinez of Long Beach
received the flame and
proceeded down PCH to
Second Street. Along the route
patients and workers from the
Long Beach Veterans Administration Medical Center, many
of whom had been camped

out on the street for hours,
cheered her on.
“I feel strongly that the Olympics is one of the only things
we have left that joins the
whole world together,” Juanita
told the Press-Telegram in
1984. “This is a runner’s
dream.”
As the torch headed toward
Second Street in Belmont
Shore, the crowd grew larger.
Originally, the Olympic
Committee had scheduled
the torch to go straight down
Long Beach Boulevard to
Ocean, bypassing East Long
Beach, Naples and Belmont
Shore. When Morris, then
sole proprietor of Legends on
Second Street, heard about the
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proposed route, he was determined that the Shore would
not be missed.
“Why wouldn’t you bring the
torch down the shore to one
of the most popular parts
of town?” John says. “It just
didn’t make any sense; they
were missing a huge part of
the city.”
John quickly mounted a
campaign to have the route
changed. And after many
phone calls and strings pulled,
the Olympic Committee conceded, much to the joy of East
Side residents.
As the night approached,
Second Street pulled out all
the stops to make sure they
didn’t disappoint. More than
100 historic American flags
lined the businesses, adorning
lampposts, stationed outside
restaurant entrances and tied
to parking meters. It was
another visual reminder of the
patriotic significance of this

event.
For the Belmont Shore kilometer, the torchbearer was
resident Audrey Langslet, wife
of prominent developer and
Long Beach Harbor Commissioner C. Robert Langslet.
Fitted in a custom uniform
adorned with Olympic pictures, Audrey prepared for her
run. Her husband Bob recalls,
“There must have been 60,000
people all crowding the streets.
There was a motorcade of
police around her as she ran. It
was a once-in-a-lifetime event
for sure.”
John Morris’ vision was for
Audrey to run through “a
tunnel of American flags, held
by local Boy Scouts.” Around
11:00 pm, the Boy Scouts took
their places. People lined up
behind them, two to three
rows deep on either side of the
street. But as the night wore
on, the torch ran late. And
the crowd on Second Street
continued to grow.

Eric Johnson, current owner and GM of Legends, hands the Olympic Torch
off to his son Riley. John Morris purchased the actual torch from the 1984
Olympics to add to Legend’s impressive sports memorabilia collection

Dan Gooch, who grew up in
Long Beach, remembers, “I’ve
never seen anything like it…
before or since.”
Soon the crowd was eight rows
deep, then ten. The Boy Scouts
with their flags were lost in a
sea of zealous patriots, hoping
to catch a glimpse of the historic flame.
“There was no room from one
side to the other,” remembers
Ed Arnold, Long Beach local
and owner of the historic
flags that decorated the street.
“There was hardly enough
room for the runner to get
through.”
Spectators were on the roofs
of the buildings and hanging
from the lampposts. By the
time the flame appeared over
the bridge from Naples there
was about a 4-foot wide path
for Audrey and the flame to
navigate.

Above: Map showing the torch’s route around Long Beach
Page 32 header image:
Mitch Dion of Long Beach carries the torch along shoreline drive
Page 32 headshot:
Audrey Langslet, who ran the torch through belmont shore’s 2nd St.
All three photos courtesy of Press-Telegram and
the Historical Society of Long Beach

Belmont Heights resident Valerie Steidel told the Press-Telegram at the time, “This is a
laid-back community, and to
see the crowd this happy is an
absolute joy!”
As the Long Beach Municipal
Band played “America The

Beautiful,” the crowd went
wild shouting “USA. USA.
USA.” Thousands of revelers
surged into the street to catch
a glimpse of the flame. Audrey
was forced to slow down to
a walk. But the people didn’t
care; this gave them an even
better opportunity to witness
such an historic event.
“You’ve never seen so many
people together for a singular
purpose,” John recalls. “Nobody wanted to leave.”
And nobody did. The celebration continued into the early
hours of the next morning,
long after Audrey had handed
off the flame to continue down
Ocean Boulevard and rest in
Shoreline Village for the night.
The next morning, by all
accounts, Second Street looked
like the apocalypse had hit.
Weaving among the desolate
reminders of the electrifying
night before, Ed collected the
American flags. The Olympic
pride still hung in the air. As
he counted the flags, only
a few were missing, and he
thought, “If someone wants a
flag that badly, that was okay.”
After all, Ed says, “It was a
different type of patriotism
back then.” •908•
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Hands
Across
America
By: Jennifer Newton
It was 73 degrees at noon on Sunday, May 25, 1986. The day was
sunny and clear, perfect weather for
an unprecedented national event.
At precisely 3 p.m. EST, noon PST,
an unbroken (well, almost) chain of
Americans clasped hands beginning
in New York, through Washington
D.C., across the country and ending
at the Queen Mary in Long Beach.
Were you one of the 5 million people to participate in Hands Across
America?
It was the Eighties. The hair was big.
The shorts were short. And celebrity
activism was at its peak. Fresh off the
success of its fundraising hit song
“We Are The World,” USA for Africa
proposed an enterprising plan: Enlist
6 million Americans to form a human
chain from coast to coast to raise
$50 million for hungry and homeless
Americans. But would it work?
It took nine months of planning and
more than 400 volunteers to coordinate the chain that stretched for the
better part of 4,125 miles. People
flocked from all over the country to
be a part of the momentous event,
donating their money and time over

Memorial Day Weekend to help
the cause, and Long Beach was no
exception.
“There was an awareness that you
could do something bigger [to help]
besides sit at home and talk about
it,” says Jeanine Vaden, who participated with her daughter’s Campfire
house. “The girls must have been
about 7 – 8 years old. They were so
excited. When we all grasped hands
they began singing Kumbaya together.”
The official chain entered Long Beach
from Pacific Coast Highway, where it
worked its way down the Los Angeles
River and on to Ocean Boulevard.
It headed east on Shoreline Drive
before turning onto Queensway
Drive. Offshoots of the official route
cropped up all over town, from Second Street to the Traffic Circle.
“We did Hands Across America!”
Jodie Hawkins remembers excitedly.
“Our family was involved in the part
around the Traffic Circle.”
The hand holding came to an end in
the great 908, boasting a star-studded finale that went from 9 am to 3
pm and included concerts, activities,

food, and a re-creation of the Hands
Across America Logo with local participants. The biggest entertainers of
the day - from Dolly Parton to Whoopi Goldberg to Raquel Welch - lent
their celebrity power to help homelessness and hunger, all while atop
Long Beach’s own Queen Mary.
“The ship represents hope, and that’s
what this is all about,” said Sandy
Patterson to event organizers in
1986. She attended the event at the
finish on the Queen Mary. “We’re not
going to solve all the problems of the
homeless today, but maybe we’ll give
them some hope.”
Across Long Beach and the country, at precisely noon PST, the chain
grabbed hands and held together for
approximately 15 minutes. Serenaded by the sounds of “We Are The
World,” “Hands Across America” and
“America the Beautiful,” Americans
were connected as one to support
a singular cause for a brief radiant
moment, from sea to shining sea.
“I’m getting chills just thinking about
how special it was,” John Royce, local
historian and Long Beach resident recalls. “It was a special, special thing.” •908•
Image courtesy of CBSNews.com
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The Long Beach Open and
Long Beach Golf Legend Paul Goydos...

The Long Beach Open is a summer classic in our city. The four-day professional tournament is held at three of our public
courses: Recreation 18, El Dorado, and Skylinks. With a current purse at 170,000, it is one of the biggest tournaments in the
western United States. Only two Long Beach residents have ever won their hometown tournament. Paul Goydos in 1990
and Peter Tomasulo in 2005. Paul Goydos is a two-time PGA tour champion and 20-year card holder on the PGA tour. The
year Goydos won the Long Beach Open was certainly a memorable one, and jumpstarted his professional playing career.
908 Magazine publisher John Grossi interviewed Goydos over the phone this April to talk about the Long Beach Open,
growing up in Long Beach, and the incredible journey of his dream-career in golf!

By John Grossi
908: Let’s talk about the Long
Beach Open the summer
you won in 1990. Walk us
through the highlights you
remember, and what courses
were involved.
Paul: I played the first round
at Rec Park and shot a 7 under
par, which was probably the

lowest competitive round I
had shot at that point…lower
than I had ever planned to. I
did ok at El Dorado. I made
the playoff along with Mike
Miles who also played at Long
Beach State, but I was the one
who sunk the winning putt.
908: Where did you go after
to celebrate?

Paul: My wife was 8
months pregnant at the time.
She had her baby shower
that Sunday, during the final
round. We stayed home and
were just deliriously happy.
Winning the Long Beach
Open was the first really, really
giant step. I didn’t really have
any money at the time and it
helped pay for tour school and
got me moving in the right
direction.
At tour school I got to the
final and that got me to the
Web.com Tour. Soon we were
spending a year in the car with
our six-month-old, seeing the
country.

908: Can you walk us through
your two Tour wins and what
it felt like to realize your
dream?
Paul: In ‘96 my best finish
ever was 7th, and then I won
Bay Hill, which was Arnold
Palmer’s tournament. It was a
pretty unbelievable experience.
After winning, you get to play
in the tournament every year,
including having dinner with
Arnold Palmer. It was a great
experience.
Winning Bay Hill, which was
one of the top tournaments at
the time, you get the sense that
not only should you be out
here but you belong out here.
Eleven years later, after injuries
and almost losing my PGA
card in 2006, I ended up winning the first tournament of
the season in 2007, the Sony. It
really propelled me to having a
very good stretch of golf for a
few years.
Before turning 50 I had some
surgeries to be ready for the
Champions Tour. Since then,
I have had some pretty good
success out there with 4 wins
in 2½ years.
908: When I think of Paul
Goydos, after I think of golf
I immediately get the image
of you at a Long Beach State
basketball game, which I’m

pretty sure you go to every
single one.
Paul: Yeah I grew up right
across the street from LB State
where my father worked in
the late 50s- to mid 80’s. I
started going to basketball
games in the mid 70’s with
my dad; ended up going to
Long Beach state. It’s fun to be
involved in college athletics.
First we attended games at the
Long Beach Arena, then in
the Goldmine gym. Students
would come for free, sit right
beneath the basket. I still try
to go to as many as I can, I’m
not sure if it’s every single one.
908: Another classic image I
have is seeing you play locally, at El Dorado Park. I saw
you there once when I was
playing with my dad. Knowing who you were and the
golf courses you could play at
I thought it was so awesome
to see you at ElDo.
Paul: I have a group of friends,
four or five guys who play
every Friday. They generally
play Rec Park but sometimes
at El Dorado. Whenever I can,
maybe 6 times a year, I try
to join them. My roots are at
Recreation Park. 40 years. I
remember playing the 9-hole
until essentially I graduated to
the big course. It’s where golf
starts for a lot of kids. And it’s
fun to go back there and play.
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Q&A with Paul Goydos
908: What schools in Long
Beach did you attend?
Paul: Bixby Elementary, Stanford Junior High and Wilson
High School.
908: What coach or teacher at
Wilson particularly shaped
your life in a positive way?
Paul: A couple of teachers. Mr.
Mertz, who taught biology and
marine biology. He was a great
teacher, and also the football
coach. Mertz wasn’t so much
just teaching you biology as
how to survive at the next level
of classes. Rich DeCoudres
taught English and helped
you kind of find yourself as a
person.
908: What were the highlights of your golf career at
Wilson?

I had great coaching and mentoring from Del. He taught
me to understand what I was
capable of doing and what I
was not capable of doing. I
learned decision-making; how
to get lowest score by making
the right decisions even if it
wouldn’t look pretty. Don’t get
caught up in how you look.
908: What was it like trying
to go professional right out
of college?
Paul: I finished my college
eligibility in ’86, but still had
some units left to take. I actually didn’t play golf because of
an injury for 18 months. After
I got my degree in the spring
of ’88, I was living at home
and didn’t have too many expenses. So I decided, hey, I’ve
got this opportunity so why
not give it a shot?

Paul: I played well… You don’t
really know how good you
are until you start competing.
I won the Moore League all
three years at the individual
level. Had a terrific golf coach
in high school, Marty Walker. Her husband was the golf
coach at LB State. She was
coach and she taught the blind
kids. The Walkers had a massive influence on me. Del was
a golf icon… they both were.
It was one of those things
wasted on me as a 15-year-old
kid… realizing now what I
had access to in terms of golf
knowledge is spectacular.

908: What’s your favorite
course you’ve ever played on?

908: And golf at Long Beach
State?

Paul: Golf to
me
is not about the
course
you play, it’s
who you
play with. I’d much rather
play the worst course in the
world with four guys I like
than the best course with 4
guys I don’t.

Paul: I wasn’t a great college
player frankly. I maybe won
one tournament. I graduated
with a degree in Finance. My
college years were more about
experience and learning.

Paul: Pebble Beach is spectacular and Cypress Point stands
out.
908: What’s your favorite
Long Beach course?
Paul: I gotta go with Virginia
Country Club. But looking
back at Recreation Park, I’ve
been playing there for 40
years. It’s a very special place.
908: What’s your favorite
course in SoCal?

(continued)

908: Who’s the coolest person
you’ve ever played with?

908: It meant a lot to Long
Beach fans...

Paul: Well, I played with
Donald Trump back in 1993;
he was my pro-am partner.
Played once with Glenn Fry of
the Eagles. On the tour - Jack
Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, Jordan
Spieth. Met Sam Snead,
played with Arnold Palmer
at Augusta. Fred Couples is
among the coolest of cool.

Paul: Long Beach is a pretty
cool town. It’s like a small
town, everybody kind of sticks
together, we know each other.
Even though it’s 500,000 people, it’s like a small town inside
of a giant metropolitan area.
It’s a great city to be from. I
always look at myself as a
Long Beach guy.

908: Who are your favorite
people to play with?

908: What is your favorite bar/restaurant in Long
Beach?

Paul: Great group of people at
Rec Park on Wednesdays and
Fridays….5-15 guys depending on who shows up.
908: We have to talk about
your runner up finish at the
Players… I’ve watched the
footage and highlights from
the entire weekend, and I
know there’s a lot of emotion
probably for you wrapped up
in that tournament. I’ve got
to tell you that for me, I will
never forget the first time I
was watching the Players and
they flashbacked to your clip
at the 17th hole. All I could
think about was how cool it
was that you were wearing
the LB hat.
I know there is even footage
of you making a birdie and
the announcer says “And a
birdie for the Dirtbag.”
Paul: Yeah
it’s funny, I didn’t have a
hat sponsor at the time
and I just saw that hat in
the airport on the way to
the tournament and decided to wear it. I had no
idea it would become such
a theme for the announcers
that weekend.

Paul: As a kid, it was going to
Joe Josts once you turned 21,
to drink a schooner and eat a
special. I like Super Mex, and
still go to the one on 2nd St.
And Pancho’s on PCH.
908: What’s one piece of
advice you would give to
Long Beach high schoolers
interested in golf?
Paul: Evaluate yourself. Be
open and honest about who
you are and what you are
capable of doing. That’s how
you learn and that’s how you
get better.
908: Thanks Paul! •908•
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Little League World
Champions...TWICE!
By: Emily Ayers

at the plate, down 1-2 in the count.

Nearly 10,000 fans graced the stands in San
Bernardino during the Little League Western Championship Tournament against
Hawaii in the summer of 1992, and most
of them had traveled from Long Beach
to cheer for the 12-year-olds All-Stars out
of Stearns Park. State flags waved in the
stands as everyone held their breath, wondering which team would make it to the
World Series.

“The kids were really moaning and groaning at that point,” says Lewis. “I kept trying
to rally them, saying that as long as we have
one out left, one strike left, we still have
a chance. But they weren’t listening too
well.”

But the road wasn’t going to be easy.
The Long Beach nine were facing Hawaii
pitcher Lanakila Niles, who stood at 6 feet
tall and threw an 85-mph fastball. At the
top of the 6th inning – the last inning - our
local boys began to confront the possibility of defeat. After weeks of qualifying
tournaments, it had all come down to this.
The game’s last inning, with Long Beach
down 2-1.
With just three outs left, the team was
sending to bat its 9-1-2 hitters. Manager
Larry Lewis could sense the deflation in
team morale and tried to encourage the
kids that they still had a chance.
But then came the 1st out. Followed by the
2nd. And soon, Ryan Beaver was standing

Then all of the sudden, Beaver hits a ball
deep to right. The center fielder jumps up
to catch the ball, squeezes the glove and
crashes into the fence. The crowd holds
their breath. Did he catch it?
Then they see the outfield fans throw their
hands in the air. Long Beach fans are 15
rows deep in right center and they’re all
cheering like wild, because they can see the
ball top the fence. Homerun!
Next to the plate is Sean Burroughs, the
team’s season-long Phenom. Now the cards
were turned, the momentum completely
switched. The big 11-year-old walks up
aggressively and starts pounding his bat
hard on the plate. Six times. The fans go
wild because they know what it means. It’s
a ritual Sean used infrequently, only every
dozen games or so, a ritual by which he
channeled the homerun gods.

What the gesture really meant was that
Sean wanted to hit the ball over the fence,
even more than usual, and he was gonna
give it everything he had to do so. The trick
didn’t always work, but that didn’t matter.
Sean, the team, and close to 10,000 fans
from LB were in the moment.
And on the first pitch he hits a smash over
the left field fence. Long Beach is up 3-2!
But in baseball the home team always gets
a last at-bat.
So onto the bottom of the 6th. With
- who else but Sean Burroughs on the
mound? And possibly a bit of nerves, because, after two outs, he faltered, allowing
Hawaii to load the bases. Inside the tense
stadium, Long Beach coaches stuck with
their top gun. And Burroughs came roaring
back. On a 3-2 count and with nowhere to
put another runner, Sean fired the ball to a
swing and a miss. Long Beach had won!
Lewis said it was probably one of the most
exciting games of the season. People from
his law firm who had come out to watch
said it was possibly one of the best sporting events they had ever seen.
It was that kind of enthusiasm that made
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Left: Sean Burroughs celebrates after winning the United States Championship game
in 1992. Above: LB City Councilman Doug S. Drummond and Mike Laughlin of
Lakewood cheer on the little leaguers

the journey to the Little League World
Series so special to not only the coaches,
players, and families, but to the community
that came and supported them along the
way.
That special 1992 Stearns Park team went
on to win not only the Western but the
National Championship, leading into the
1992 Little League World Series in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. In their championship
game against the Philippines, Long Beach
ended up losing, but that loss took nothing
away from their astonishing season. They
had won 22 consecutive games, scored 175
runs (opponents had only scored 51), and
hit 53 home runs compared to a total 12 by
opposing teams. It wasn’t until weeks later
that the team found out that several Filipino players had lied about their ages. Long
Beach Little League would be crowned the
World Champions.
***
The 1992 Little League summer All-Star
season had started out just like any other,
except that this time they were armed with
key arsenal. Former All-Star Major League
player Jeff Burroughs began coaching the
team and taught the kids valuable power
hitting skills. When Jeff talked, the kids
listened, and there was a level of respect
for the former Major League MVP that
was tangible.

Manager Larry Lewis learned the ins and
outs of the rulebook and used his wit and
intellect when the team needed it most.
Lewis and Burroughs had met years earlier
when they both enrolled their children at
Bayshore Preschool, and they had become
fast friends. Their skills as a coaching duo
were admirable, but then the kids they were
coaching were special.
“All of the kids grew up together within a
three-mile radius,” said Larry Lewis. “They
had such a tremendous team chemistry and
they all pulled for each other. Jeff and I
never wanted the kids to dwell on a physical mistake, and if a kid ever made an error
the other guys would tell them it was okay.”
The Long Beach All-Star team won their
first two tournaments that summer and
quickly became a beacon of hope that the
community rallied behind-- thanks to Press
Telegram reporter Tom Hennessy, who
chronicled nearly every game. Each win
was a front-page story and each story garnered more support and momentum from
readers all over Long Beach.
The community was hooked.
“My family and I traveled to San Bernardino to watch and it was neat to see so
many Long Beach people that had traveled
out to the game,” said Lynda Muenzer
a Long Beach native and friend of the

team’s moms. “It made you feel like you
were from a small town, even though Long
Beach is so big, it gave you a sense of comradery and hometown feeling.”
The Little League success came as welcome news during a difficult time for Long
Beach. In Jeff Burroughs’ book with Tom
Hennessy, “The Little Team That Could,”
they talk about how the Los Angeles riots
had left their mark on Long Beach. There
were high levels of gang violence, and
thousands of people had been laid off by
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft, which had
been the city’s largest employer. Yet this
baseball team brought hope and life back
to the community. It gave people something to look forward to and a reason to
come together.
The awesome community support during
their long summer run was tremendously
motivating to the team. Local response
after the World Series Championship announcement was incredible – beyond anything either the boys or coaches expected.
“When we got off the plane from Williamsport there were hundreds waiting for us
at the airport,” said Deb Burroughs. “They
had signs and were cheering us on, it felt
really good.”
Manager Lewis said it felt like they had
been off on a mission, and when they re-
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turned, they had achieved mission success.
People really idolized them and the adulation was off the charts.
The team went to their usual pizza spot
to celebrate the 1992 Little League World
Series win, just like it had been any other
win over at Stearns Park. Only this time the
restaurant was packed with fans.
The team even received a call from Vice
President Dan Quayle while they were celebrating at Cirivello’s. The kids enjoyed pizza while parents and coaches enjoyed beer
and good conversation...just like always.
“The team would come into Cirivello’s so
often we got to know all the players and
coaches,” laughs Joe Picarelli, former owner of Cirivello’s. Reminiscing about the
World Series, he adds, “But that party after
the World Championship was the most
packed I had ever seen our restaurant.”
The party didn’t stop at Cirivello’s. “John
Morris rallied the troops downtown, and
they threw us a huge parade down Pine
Ave with over 20,000 fans in attendance.”
said Larry Lewis.

Series that year. The Blue Jays even threw
them a private party their first night in
Washington D.C. with hamburgers and hotdogs and signed autographs for the boys.
As the eventful summer wound down, the
kids and parents prepared for the start of
a new school year in September and the
return to a regular pace of life. Most of the
kids on the team attended Rogers Middle
School, and brought with them their repu-

“The boys got to ride in
convertible cars and people
were shooting off confetti
from the tops of all the high
rise buildings. As it was
falling on us, everyone was
cheering. I thought to myself, wow, it doesn’t get any
better than this.”
-Larry Lewis
tations of being World Champions.

“The parade was phenomenal. The boys
got to ride in convertible cars and people
were shooting off confetti from the tops
of all the high rise buildings. As it was falling on us, everyone was cheering. I thought
to myself, wow, it doesn’t get any better
than this.”
The team was asked to be on numerous
TV Shows like David Letterman and Family Feud. They were invited to the White
House in 1992 to meet George H. W. Bush
along with the Toronto Blue Jays, who
had won the Major League Baseball World

“The kids of course just wanted to be kids
and they let most of this stuff just roll off
them,” said Sandi Lewis, wife of Manager
Larry Lewis and mother of 1993 Little
League player Timmy Lewis.

went into the following baseball season.
Her son Sean would be a 12-year-old; he
and three other returning players would be
joined by a whole new team of rookies at
Stearns Park. Including Larry Lewis’s son
Timmy, who would now be 12 and good
enough to make the All-Star team.
“Sean Burroughs was probably the most
famous Little League Player ever at the age
of twelve,” said Larry Lewis. “Everyone
knew who he was, and we sort of had an
advantage going into that 1993 season
because many of the kids were afraid of
him.”
Despite the community supporting the
notion of a consecutive World Title win,
many of the parents and coaches weren’t
so convinced.
“The stars really had to line up for us to
win two years in a row,” said Sandi Lewis.
“One parent asked if we had already made
our hotel reservations [for a future tournament], and I told her that we didn’t do
that anywhere because it would jinx us. But
everyone around us felt like it was going to
be an automatic thing that we were going
to win the World Series again.”

“They weren’t feeding into any of it, they
were the same old kids and most of them
wanted to get back to surfing and boogey
boarding.”

Yet somehow Long Beach rolled through
team after team during the beginnings of
that All-Star season, and after a 14 to 5 win
over Woodland Hills, found themselves
once again headed to San Bernardino for
the Western regional tournament. For the
second time in a row they were facing San
Ramon Valley for the chance to move
on to the World Series. Once again they
walked away victorious with a 5 to 2 win.

Deb Burroughs remembers that there were
a lot of expectations for the boys as they

Long Beach was back on the amazing
journey to Williamsport, Pennsylvania once
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again, doing what hadn’t been done before.
When it came time for the US Championship game against Panama, Jeff Burroughs
and Larry Lewis couldn’t decide whether
to pitch Sean Burroughs or Brady Werner.
“I thought it would be best if we used
Brady in the U.S. title game, and save Sean
for the Saturday World Title Game,” said
Lewis. “But at the time, Jeff thought the
opposite. After much deliberation we decided to have Sean pitch in the U.S. game.
We ended up winning 11-0 to take title
of the Little League Champions for the

United States.”
This meant that Long Beach was once
again going for the World Championship.
Jeff Burroughs said that, as they took the
field that day, the crowds were chanting,
“USA! USA! USA!” and it all began to feel
real again.
Fast forward to a 2-2 tie in the bottom of
the sixth inning, with two outs, bases loaded, and Long Beach’s Jeremy Hess at bat.
40,000 people in the stands held their

breath. Panama was one out away from
sending it into extra innings.
“He took a strike. Then on the second
pitch, he connected,” said Jeff Burroughs
in his book “The Little Team that Could.”
“The ball landed up against the wall in right
center and Charlie Hess had scored. Once
again, we were the world champions. But
this time, we had won on the field.”
The 1993 win against Panama was filled
with just as much jubilation as the first
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year, but this time it was sweeter. There
was again another parade for the team, and
another pizza party at Cirivello’s.
The fact that the team had even made it
once to the World Series changed the lives
for all future players in Long Beach and the
surrounding areas. It brought a tremendous sense of hope to other Little League
players, which increased tenfold after their
second World Series win in 1993.
Throughout these two summers it was only
natural that an amazing bond was created
between the coaches, players, and families.
In San Bernardino and in Williamsport
the kids stayed in barracks and it was the
responsibility of the coaches to look after
them. Jeff Burroughs and Larry Lewis had
many sleepless nights dealing with ram-

“I remember Larry used to
give the kids different incentives if they won, and one of
those was that he would let
them drive his Jaguar... He
had one of the first phones
in his car and they wanted
to use it, and if they won
he would let them drive it
around in the parking lot.”
-Debbie Burroughs

Left: A big hit propels the team to a win at San Bernardino. Right: Debbie Burroughs and Sandi
Lewis sit down with 908 Magazine at Boathouse on the Bay to share memories and stories about
that magical Long Beach Little League two-year run. Their husbands were both coaches and their
boys were both on the team. Special thanks to Debbie Burroughs for all the great pictures in this
article...you should see her scrapbook!

bunctious 11 and 12-year-old boys – but
they still loved them all as their own.
“I remember Larry used to give the kids
different incentives if they won, and one
of those was that he would let them drive
his Jaguar,” said Deb Burroughs. “He had
one of the first phones in his car and they
wanted to use it, and if they won he would
let them drive it around in the parking lot.”
It took a village to make everything
happen, and many parents had to take off
from work to make it to the games, yet they
all made sacrifices and did what they could
to support the team.
“During the ‘ship run there was a whole
under-culture that was created for families
on the team,” said Sandi Lewis. “There
was a lot of pin trading that would happen
since each team had a pin that depicted
their city. So, families would often trade
and had collections.”
She remembers that on particularly hot
days in Williamsport, the boys would go
through the ice machines from the snack
shack and put the ice on the sloped lawn.
They would then get garbage bags and go
sliding down the field.

***
The magnitude of what these two summers
meant to the Long Beach community can
be seen and felt in the looks on family and
community member’s faces as they laugh
and tell stories about this joyous time.
From nail-biting games, breaking records,
the wild emotional ride, and the communal
celebrating, none of it will be forgotten.
“I think the real goal for us was to get out
there,” said Sandi Lewis. “To sign our kids
up and teach them to play on a team and to
make good friends. I think we all had that
goal and it made the journey wonderful.”
These are the memories that will stay
stamped in time, as people drive by Stearns
Championship Park, Cirivello’s, or Downtown Long Beach and remember the
amazing summers of 1992 and 1993. It is
stamped in the hearts of those who were
lucky enough to experience it, or to hear
stories about the incredible summer.
“You know, I always thought lightning
couldn’t strike twice in the same place,”
said Larry Lewis. “But I guess that is a
falsity, because we sure did it.” •908•
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Municipal Band

A Century of Musical Summers

By: Karrie Comfort &
Jennifer Newton
Usually clothed in casual,
short-sleeved button down
shirts, the Long Beach Municipal Band wore white dust
jackets and blue bow ties for
the first time in their history.
This was no normal concert.
This year was special.
2009 marked the 100th Anniversary of the Long Beach
Municipal Band, the oldest
municipally funded concert
band in the United States. The
centennial season opened
with a dapper performance
inside the Long Beach
Convention Center, a mere
500 feet from where the first
concert was held at the foot
of the Pine Avenue Pier in
1909. Spectators gathered to
listen to a selection of music
that spanned the ten decades
since the band was formed
and celebrate the city’s long
musical history.
“The Municipal Band is truly

an icon here in Long Beach,”
local resident Julie Gianessi
says, echoing the sentiment of
many Long Beach natives.
It isn’t hard to see why Long
Beach is proud of their municipal band. And the summer of
2009 was a time to celebrate,
with a “concert in the park”
series that paid tribute to its
100-year history. To commemorate their anniversary, Larry
Curtis, the current award-winning conductor of the Long
Beach Municipal Band, curated a summer of concerts that
spanned the ten decades that
the band has been in session,
aptly named “Ragtime to Our
Time: Celebrating 100 Years of
Music.”

1909 – 1924:

The Beginning
As the band’s history began,
so did the 2009 summer
series, with a set list spanning from 1909 to 1924. The
strains of dance jazz and big
band swing had Long Beach

residents on their feet singing
and dancing, just as it had
long ago at the Bath House
Band Shell at the foot of Pine
Avenue Pier.
At the turn of the 20th Century, big bands were all the rage.
Inspired by the popularity
of the United States Marine
Band in Washington, D.C.,
Long Beach business man E.
Harry Willey approached the
city council with the idea that
a municipally-funded band
would help to bring tourists
to the small city that had its
eyes on building itself into a
national tourist attraction.
At the time, the average worker made about twenty-two
cents per hour. Jazz music
flourished as phonographs
were making their way into
homes for the first time ever.
And the Long Beach Municipal
Band saw success right from
the beginning, performing
more than 530 concerts a year,
all of which were broadcast
live on the radio throughout

the region.

1924 – 1937:

The Roaring Twenties
The Twenties and Thirties
ushered in a rapid expansion of the city after oil was
discovered in Signal Hill in
1921. Downtown real estate
exploded with a million-dollar-per-month building boom.
Ragtime and Dixieland style
provided the soundtrack for
the next decades as radio
stations began popping up all
over America.
The Municipal Band grew in
unison with the city. It now
boasted 52 members, played
to crowds of up to 3,000
people and was acclaimed
as the most outstanding
band in the nation. When
the Great Depression hit in
1929 and a magnitude 6.25
earthquake destroyed much
of Long Beach in 1933, the
band provided free public
concerts that gave the people
a much-needed escape from
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the bleak reality of the time.
Not much has changed in that
respect.
“We look forward to the
summer concerts every year,”
says former Long Beach
resident Melissa Fimbres, who
still comes back to the city
to enjoy the summer concert
series each year. “Sitting with
friends, enjoying a picnic and
glass of wine, and listening to
a live band, our community
is so lucky to have events like
these.”

1937 – 1950:

A Time of Change
As the Long Beach Municipal Band evolved, so did its
musical selection. And it was
during this decade that the
band reached a milestone,
playing its 20,000th concert.
The year 1943 brought a new
conductor and a lighter style
of music inspired by the popularity of motion pictures. 1945
again saw a change in band
leadership and an adjustment
in music style to a more pol-

ished technique popular with
circus bands of the day.
***
2009’s centennial set honored
these styles with a week-long
celebration of big band swing
full of energy and personality, while holding true to the
band’s emphasis on precision
and skill. What hasn’t changed

from the 1940s to now is the
diversity of the crowds that
flock to see our Municipal
Band.
“Each park has a personality
to it,” says Curtis. “There are
crowds that sit quietly and listen, or others that talk and picnic. But there are people that
come to every concert and sit
in the exact same place!”

***

1950 – 1965:

Inspiring The Next
Generation
As the Fifties dawned, the
Municipal Band expanded its
reach. Their traditional home
at the Band Shell was torn
down due to a sinking foundation. So, the band went on
the road, so-to-speak, playing
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123 school concerts during
the 1956 – 1957 school year,
in turn exposing more than
49,000 local school children
to the magic of live musical
performance. However, not all
the students were inspired.
A search of the Long Beach
Historical Archives unearthed
a handwritten letter addressed
to the band from Randy Skinner, Grade 8. It reads:
Dear Sirs, I am very sorry for
talking and laughing during
your great assembly. Even
though I talked I thought that
the music was very enjoyable
and every instrument was
played very well. Once again
I’ll say that I’m very sorry.
***

Times have changed a bit
since the subdued school
concerts of the 1950’s. Now in
the 21st Century, the crowds
don’t just watch, they listen
and interact.
Mike Whitman, the band’s longest member and a Grammy
Award winning saxophone
player, recalls a gentleman in
the crowd who was a World
War II veteran. He would bring
his kids and grandkids to the
concerts in the park, and always stopped by to ask about
Whitman’s family.
During the 100th Anniversary series families like his
danced, sang and played as
the band honored the music
of the Fifties and Sixties with
songs from Duke Ellington,

Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald,
and even some hits from Elvis
Presley.
***

1965 – 1979:

Taking The Concerts to the
People
The era of the Sixties and
Seventies ushered in the idea
of “taking the concerts to
the people” by scheduling
performances in the parks
throughout the city. Further
change occurred in 1977 with
the passage of Proposition 13,
ending the full-time employment of the band’s musicians
by the city.
This lead to drastic cuts in the
number of concerts performed, reducing the schedule

to summer-only performances.
The tough times of this era ultimately lead to the creation of
the “summer concert series”
we know and love today.
“It’s an absolutely marvelous
summertime experience,”
says Dennis Houlihan, former
president & CEO of Roland
Corporation U.S., who provides the synthetic keyboards
that the band uses. “Honestly,
it is just world class music in a
world class setting.”
In 1975, the city embarked on
a 25-year multi-billion dollar
redevelopment program that
saw the opening of the Long
Beach Convention Center and
the expansion of Cal State
Long Beach. The music of the
era reflected this growth and
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numbers from “Phantom of
the Opera” and “Porgy and
Bess.” In 1993, Larry Curtis
became the 10th Director
of the Municipal Band. He
still directs the band today,
inspiring life-long memories
for Long Beach families.
“We’ve taken our kids since
they were babies.” says local
resident Michele Grubbs.
“Not only is it a great
community event, but it’s a
relaxing time. And so many
people come, which I think
really speaks to the quality
of it.”
was mirrored in the diverse
song selections of the 2009
concert series that included
compositions from the Beatles
to John Williams, from Stevie
Wonder to CSULB’s very own
The Carpenters.

1979 – 1995:

Ushering In the Modern Era
Change continued for the
Municipal Band throughout
the Eighties and Nineties. The

band’s popularity was once
again on the rise as they added “back-up ensemble” for
popular acts of the time such
as Earth Wind and Fire, Tower
of Power, Vikki Carr and Natalie Cole to their ever-growing resume.
The Municipal Band serenaded Long Beach through the
city’s own Centennial Anniversary with popular musical

1995 – 2009:

Centennial Approach

As the Centennial Anniversary of the Municipal Band
approached, audiences
continued to grow – and for
some locations that meant
over capacity! Concert sites
were moved to the locations
we’re familiar with today –
Los Cerritos, Marine Stadium
and El Dorado Parks. Thou-

sands of people gather each
summer at these venues to listen to a piece of Long Beach
history – though not many of
them realize how momentous
that history really is.
“For any institution to survive
a hundred years is an accomplishment,” says Houlihan. “
And for a city run arts project,
it is simply amazing! The band
plays on, and hopefully it will
continue to play for many
future generations.”
Although the beautiful formal
performance that kicked off
the 100th season certainly
highlighted the momentous
nature of the event, what really speaks to the heart of the
Long Beach Municipal Band
was their set for that summer
in 2009, performed at parks,
not for people in formalwear,
but for locals in lawn chairs,
relaxing with their closest
friends and family. Now that’s
a summer to remember. •908•
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Fireworks Light Up The 908
By Jonathan Murrietta
Long Beach does it right when it comes
to celebrating Independence Day. With
shows that span two days and numerous
locations, Fourth of July in Long Beach is
a summer tradition that can’t be missed.

The Queen Mary
Long Beach locals know that one of the
most historic and unique Fourth of July
fireworks viewing opportunities is aboard
our very own Queen Mary. The visual
impact of watching a fireworks show on
a ship 1,019 feet long and 236 feet high is
spectacular.
“When you’re seven feet above the water
and the fireworks are being lit off from
the barge, on the stern of the Queen
Mary you appear to be much closer to
the fireworks than you would be on the
ground, so the ship gives you this unique

feeling,” says Queen Mary Commodore
Everette Hoard.
Right before the firework show begins at
the Queen Mary, Commodore Hoard will
go up to his post and say a few words to
remember the United States veterans, “Reminding everyone just exactly how much
we have to be thankful for as Americans.”
With that, the fireworks show starts right at
9 p.m., choreographed to patriotic music.
Adds Commodore Hoard, “There’s no better place, in my mind, to watch 4th of July
fireworks than from [the Queen Mary’s]
fabled decks.”
This year, the Queen Mary will boast
another large extravaganza aboard the ship
before it’s capped off by its 4th of July firework show. Guests can expect to enjoy a
carnival and circus atmosphere, showcasing
aerialists, acrobats, patriotic entertainment,
carnival games, face painting, live music
and much more.

For more information about this year’s 4th
of July celebration aboard the Queen Mary
visit http://www.queenmary.com/events/
july-fourth/.

Veteran’s Stadium
For 54 years, from 1957 to 2011, the Long
Beach Firefighters Memorial Association
put on Fourth of July fireworks at Veterans
Memorial Stadium, adjacent to Long Beach
City College. Residents enjoyed an optimal
viewing show that was choreographed to
patriotic music played in the stadium for all
who purchased a ticket to sit in the stands
and hear.
Unforunately, due to a lack of fundraising
and an increasing amount of residents enjoying the firework show from nearby parks
for free (instead of purchasing a ticket), the
Vet’s Stadium firework show made it’s last
appearance in 2011. In 2014, they revived
the tradition for one year, and put on a
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Spectacular firework displays courtesy of the Queen Mary and Big Bang on the Bay
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specatacular show honoring 16 Long Beach
hometown heroes who gave their lives
fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan. The Long
Beach Municipal Band even accompanied
the firework show with a live concert!

become a big, community event, that is
really something special.
For more information about the “Big Bang
on the Bay,” visit http://www.boathouseonthebay.com/special-events/.

Big Bang on the Bay
If you want to get your 4th of July celebration started early, stop by Boathouse on the
Bay on July 3rd for its annual “Big Bang on
the Bay” extravaganza. The event features
a spectacular firework show, preceded by
a military aircraft flyover, skydivers and
more. A street barbeque on Marina Drive
kicks off the evening’s festivities at 5:30
p.m. and the firework show begins at 9 p.m.
Located at 190 North Marina Drive,
Boathouse on the Bay has hosted the event
every year since “Big Bang on the Bay’s”
inception in 2012. Proceeds from the event
go to help local charities. This year, proceeds will benefit the Autism Partnership
Foundation Clinic in Seal Beach, a treatment facility for Autistic children.
“It’s just so special that the community
gets behind the firework show and behind
the causes,” said Diojit Dhiillon, a Naples
resident who attends the “Big Bang on the
Bay” event annually.
It’s the setting that makes this event so
unique. All the homes in the bay have
rooftop parties to enjoy the show and local
residents supply most of the money to
ensure that the event happens. It truly has

Signal Hill
Of course, a great spot to watch all of
the Independence Day firework shows
that Long Beach has to offer is from the
panoramic viewpoint atop Signal Hill. Greg

Gath, of Don Gath Insurance Agency,
watches the Queen Mary fireworks with his
family there every year.
“It’s truly spectacular,” Gath said. “One
year, my family hosted two French foreign
exchange students. We took them to Signal
Hill to watch the 4th of July Fireworks, and
they thought it was the most amazing thing
they’ve ever seen. It made me appreciate
Long Beach and its Independence Day
firework shows that much more.”
•908•
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Bixby Knolls
“Concerts in
the Park(ing
Lot)” Series
By Blair Cohn
The Bixby Knolls “Concerts in the
Park(ing Lot)” Summer Music series is
just around the corner. Every summer
the Bixby Knolls Business Improvement Association hosts three great
concerts around the business district
using a different parking lot each
time as the event site. Heard of the
Concerts in the Park around town?
Well, we have our own twist on the
concept to activate outdoor space,
bring awareness to our local businesses, and bring residents together
to continue the free music in the
neighborhood.
Attendees are encouraged to bring
lawn chairs, blankets, and dancing
shoes. There are always food, drink,
and dessert options at the event so
you can enjoy a meal while enjoying
the show. The atmosphere is very
family-friendly, open to everyone, and
FREE.

sure, countless articles praising their
unique style and sold out shows all
over the country, The Buttertones are
sure to rock the Knolls!

Each summer the musical acts and
crowd have gotten bigger and better
and this summer will be no exception.
Kicking off the series on June 26,
Bixby Knolls will host Los Angeles-based collective Salt Petal. The
band has been invigorating audiences and critics alike with a tropical
surf-dance sound in a category all its
own. A cross-border combination of
Argentinian folk, Brazilian Tropicalia,
Cumbia and up-tempo Indie Rock
blurs ethnic and musical boundaries, bringing to mind Blondie, Os
Mutantes, Gal Costa, Los Autenticos
Decadentes, and 60’s rock and roll.

Closing out the summer concert series on August 21 will be the reggae
super group, The Lions. Inspired by
reggae, sound system culture and the
myriad of musical styles influenced
by Jamaican music old and new, The
Lions’ sound is firmly placed in soul
music. Members of The Lions have
played with renowned musical acts
such as Barrington Levy, Beck, Raphael Saadiq, Fitz and The Tantrums,
Orgone, Big Daddy Kane and Black
Eyed Peas. Currently signed to famed
record label, Stones Throw Records,
their talent and drive will speak for itself when everyone in the crowd can’t
help but get up and move.

On July 24, The Buttertones will
grace the Bixby Knolls concert goers
with their unique sound blending doo
wop and garage band punk rock.
With their recent signing to the Los
Angeles record label Innovative Lei-

We also encourage you come enjoy
our regular monthly events and programs such as: Bixby Knolls Strollers,
our walking club that meets every
Saturday morning at 7:15am at Cof-

fee Bean & Tea Leaf; Bixby Knolls Literary Society, our monthly book club
that meets the 2nd Wednesday of the
month at Elise’s Tea Room; Kidical
Mass is our monthly family bike ride
every 3rd Sunday beginning at 1pm
at Georgie’s Place; Good Spirits Club
meets on the 4th Thursday of the
month at restaurants and bars around
the district for a class of wine, beer, or
tasty spirits; Supper Club goers meet
the first Monday of each month at a
different restaurant to enjoy a meal
out with family and friends; and our
marquee event First Fridays which
connects local artists and musicians
to our businesses. Each month is
themed and promises you to “expect
the unexpected.”
For all the information about the
BKBIA and what we do, please check
out www.bixbyknollsinfo.com. •908•
Find us at:
Instagram/Twitter @BixbyKnolls or
Facebook.com/BKBIA
#KidicalMassBK
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Patriotic Pride
Runs Through 908
Neighborhoods
By: Jonathan Murrietta
As evening approaches, parents, kids
and even pets get ready. They decorate their bikes. They put on their
best red, white and blue. And then
line up in front of Jody Reince’s house
behind an antique red fire truck. It’s
almost time for the annual Rosebay
Patriotic Parade to begin, and excitement is in the air.
For more than 25 years, July 3rd
has been a holiday around Rosebay
Street in Rancho Estates, a picturesque neighborhood nestled in
the triangle between Los Coyotes
Diagonal, Woodruff and Palos Verdes
avenues. Here Jody and the other
residents pride themselves on having
a “very nice community” filled with
young families and “the nicest neighbors.” One of the best examples of
this neighborly commitment is the annual parade started by Jody in 1992.
“I had three young children and we
always liked to get the children and
families together in the neighborhood,” Jody says. “So when it came
to 4th of July, we thought it would be
fun to start a parade that would take
place on the 3rd, the night before.
That way it wouldn’t interfere with
any 4th of July plans.” The Rosebay
Patriotic Parade, also known as the
Third of July Parade, has been a
staple in the Rancho Estates neighborhood ever since.
As the sparkling red antique fire truck
from the Long Beach Firefighter’s Museum lurches forward, a plethora of
giddy neighborhood children follow
suit. Their bikes, scooters, wagons
and tricycles are decorated with stars
and stripes, in red, white and blue.
They start off on a route that loops
through about four blocks, cheered
on by ecstatic friends, family and, of
course, neighbors.

Excited, patriotic young kids line up behind the antique fire truck to start the
annual Rosebay Parade. Jody Reince (pictured with her three children bottom
left) started the parade outside her home in 1992

“When we moved here in 2006, we
heard from our next door neighbors
that there was this cool parade that
started on Rosebay Street the day before July 4th,” says Mike Gallo.
Having grown up in the 908, Mike
wanted to return home to raise his
own family after he retired from
playing professional baseball for the
Houston Astros. Now he looks forward annually to the sea of red, white
and blue that engulfs Rosebay Street
as the parade participants round the
neighborhood before returning to the
Reince residence where a celebratory
ice cream social awaits them.
“I get all the ice cream, bowls,
spoons and napkins, and we scoop
ice cream and everyone has a big ice
cream social,” Jody says. “Everyone
donates a topping. We go through
probably about 300 bowls of ice
cream when it’s all said and done.”

A few years ago, Mike wanted more
of the Rosebay Patriotic celebration.
So, he decided to extend the event.
“We have so many kids on our
street here on Carfax,” Mike says. “I
thought, let’s turn it into a big party
on the 3rd of July on our own block,
and then we can end it with the
parade.”
So Gallo’s block rented some jumpers
and water slides, then pulled together other activities for the neighborhood families to enjoy.
“We get roughly 100 to 120 neighbors to come around, waiting for the
parade, which starts at around 6:30
p.m. every year,” Gallo says. “It’s a
really cool kickoff to 4th of July for
this neighborhood. You go to bed
and then it’s 4th of July the next day
and you go to someone else’s house
and do it all over again.”
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As July 4th dawns, celebrations
begin popping up in the neighborhoods surrounding Rancho Estates.
On Adderley Drive they are preparing for the Fifth Annual Block Party,
and resident Hector Ortiz expects
it to be even “bigger and grander”
than last year.
“Everyone brings their barbeque
and we hang out all day,” Ortiz says.
“It starts around 10 a.m. and ends at
9 p.m.”
The Adderley Drive Block Party
boasts live music, food and different contests held between the
neighbors – pie and watermelon
eating contests, tastiest dessert, and
perhaps most popular, a “best ribs”
contest.

Mike Gallo would concur with that
sentiment. It’s fun. And that tight-knit
community feeling was exactly why
he wanted to raise his kids in the 908
in the first place.

“We’ve started doing more things
as the years have gone on,” Ortiz
says. “Like one year, we had professional fire breathers come to put on
a show. It’s just really fun.”

“It’s another pat on the back that
shows just how great this neighborhood is,” Gallo says of the parade
and summer neighborhood block
parties. “It’s a great way to stay con-

nected to the people you live by.”
Added Jody, “I think what makes me
the most proud is seeing all the families participate and turn it into their
own traditions. I think families love
to have traditions to pass onto their
kids. It’s wholesome and promotes
getting to know your neighbors.”
We couldn’t agree more, Jody! •908•
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East Long Beach residents out and about!

John Van Blom & his son John

Sam and Kristina

Grace, Zakai, and Robbi

Aidan and Susan

Larry, Stephanie, and Louisa

Beza and Haregewein

Elizabeth and Julie

Nicole, Scott, and Patrick

Roz and Jonathan

Max, Mary, and Charlotte

St. Joseph Fair and Lakewood Village Little League...

Tyler, Karon, and Kayla

Garber Family

Erica, Harry, Edwardo, Vargie, Diane,
Aun, and Josiah

Mairead, Molly, and Sofia

Dalton, Lynn, and Renee

Luther Family & McVey Family

Richard, Connor, and Darnell

Lucy, Angela, and Brianna

Marc, Anita, and Gideon

Barbara, Jackie, and Francoise
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The best way to support this magazine

Is to support our advertisers!
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We All Scream for Ice Cream
By Jennifer Newton
Ice cream and summer are pretty
much synonymous. But what if you
could combine those two things for a
greater cause? Like bringing neighbors closer together and creating a
stronger sense of community across
our city? That’s what We Love Long
Beach decided to do.
Every summer for the past seven
years, We Love Long Beach has encouraged neighborhoods across the
city to kick off summer by sharing a
pint – of ice cream, that is – with their
neighbor. Last year, more than 100
neighbors throughout Long Beach
hosted an ice cream social. This year,
We Love Long Beach is hoping to
exponentially increase that number.

“It’s a city wide effort on a neighborhood level,” says Dave from Zafadea
Historic Village in an Art Stop Social
interview. “As neighbors and as residents, the more connected we are,
we can begin to flourish as a neighborhood.”
One-third of Americans have never
interacted with their neighbor – a
huge missed opportunity if you ask
us! Studies show that neighborhoods
that make an effort to connect with
each other have lower crime rates,
higher retention and more access to
information and resources. And one
of those resources for Long Beach
neighborhoods is…ice cream!
Fun Fact: Long Beach, Calif. con-

sumes the most ice cream and frozen
yogurt per capita than any other city
in the United States. So, it’s only natural that connecting with a neighbor
over ice cream should be on your
annual summer “to do” list.
“Some people want to connect over
books, some may want to connect
in a jogging club, some may want to
connect over ice cream,” says Dave.
“As we discover what it is we all like,
we create community out of that.”
This summer, the Citywide Ice Cream
Social will be held on Saturday, June
24. Check the We Love Long Beach
Facebook page to find the one
closest to you: https://www.facebook.
com/welovelongbeach/. •908•
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